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Palavras-chave 

Resumo 

Radioterapia, Controlo de qualidade , Acelerador linear, Dosimetria , Física médica. 

A garantia de qualidade (Quality Assurance ou QA) visa garantir que um produto 

ou serviço a ser avaliado apresenta sempre a qualidade desejada. No campo da ra

dioterapia, a QA é um processo fulcral , dado que está em risco a saúde ou até a vida 

do paciente. Um protocolo de QA aplica-se principalmente à dose administrada 

a um volume alvo , à dose mínima administrada ao tecido normal, à segurança , 

à exposição do pessoal médico presente e à monitorização adequada do paciente 

antes , durante e depois do tratamento . 

Para assegurar um bom tratamento, um protocolo de ações rotineiras e sistemáti

cas é aplicado , o resultado comparado a metas de qualidade e repetibilidade, e , no 

caso de desvios significativos, ações de restauro e retorno à normalidade são exe

cutadas. Este processo regulatório é denominado controlo de qualidade (Quality 

control ou QC) , e é o foco principal deste trabalho. 

A clínica Júlio Teixeira, S .A. adquiriu recentemente um acelerador linear Varian 

TrueBeam para o qual é necessário o desenvolvimento de um protocolo de QA. 

Este trabalho foca-se na realização dos testes de qualidade para aceleradores 

lineares, já delineados previamente pela Comissão Europeia . Adicionalmente, 

realizaram-se outros testes delineados nos relatórios TECDOC 1583 da Agência 

Internacional de Energia Atómica e 119 da Associação Americana de Físicos em 

Medicina , por forma a garantir o bom funcionamento do acelerador linear Varian 

TrueBeam. Testes multi-institucionais foram também realizados. 

O protocolo de controlo de qualidade para o acelerador linear Varian TrueBeam 

foi desenvolvido e todos os testes foram realizados com sucesso. Como tal , o 

acelerador linear Varian TrueBeam encontra-se pronto para utilização. 
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Quality assurance (QA) aims to ensure that a product or service being evaluated 

has always the desired quality. In the radiotherapy field , QA is a pivotal process 

for the health or even the patient 's life at risk . A QA protocol in this field mainly 

applies to the dose delivered to a target volume, the minimum dose delivered to 

normal tissue , safety, exposure of medical personnel present, and proper monitoring 

of the patient before, during and after treatment . 

To ensure good treatment, a protocol of routine and systematic actions is applied , 

the result compared to quality and repeatability goals, and , in case of significant 

deviations , restoration and return to normality actions are carried out . This regu

latory process is called quality control (QC), and is the main focus of this work . 

The Julio Teixeira , S.A. clinic recently acquired a Varian TrueBeam linear acceler

ator for which the development of a QA protocol is needed. 

This work focuses on carrying out quality tests for linear accelerators, previously 

outlined by the European Commission . Additionally, tests outlined in the TEC

DOC 1583 reports from the International Atomic Energy Agency and 119 from the 

American Association of Physicists in Medicine were presented in order to ensure 

the proper functioning of Varian TrueBeam linear accelerator. Multi- institutional 

tests were also carried out. 

The quality control protocol for the Varian TrueBeam linear accelerator was devel

oped and all the tests were successfully performed . As such , the Varian TrueBeam 

linear accelerator is ready for treatment. 
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CHAPTER 

Introduction 
"The year was 2001 when, on the 27th of February, five people developed radiation induced injuries of 

varying severity" . 

It might sound like a horror movie but it was actually a radiotherapy accident that occurred in the 

Bialystok Oncology center in Poland [l]. This accident affected five patients who were undergoing 

radiotherapy and were given significantly higher doses than intended. The accident resulted from a 

transitory loss of electrical power that caused an automatic shutdown of the linear accelerator in the 

center. This loss of electrical power happened during the radiation treatment of one of the five patients. 

Following the restoration of electrical power , the linear accelerator was restarted and the treatments 

continued normally for the patients. After two patient complains of itching and burning sensations 

during their irradiation, the staff stopped the treatment and observed the dosimetry measurements, 

which revealed that the machine's output was significantly higher than expected. Further checks 

revealed that the dose monitoring system of the accelerator was not functioning properly, and that one 

of the electronic components of the safety interlock system was damaged. 

Just like this accident, many more happened throughout the years [l ]- [5], where radiation and the 

malfunction of linear accelerators caused wounds and even deaths. The question is: what if control 

tests had been performed in the Bialystok Oncology center, right after the electrical power shut down? 

What if control tests had been performed regularly in all the other hospitals or clinics where terrible 

accidents occurred? This is where the term and concept of quality assurance in radiotherapy comes 

about . By studying these accidents, many lessons were learnt , a major one being that most such 

accidents are caused by lack or underestimation of quality assurance procedures. In reality, a lmost 

62% [6] of these accidents are directly connected to the quality control of treatment. Most of these 

could have been avoided, had a comprehensive quality assurance program been established and properly 

applied in all radiotherapy departments. 

With the increasing complexity of radiotherapy delivery techniques, it 's more critical than ever to 

guarantee that the required doses are delivered within acceptable parameters. To assure the quality of 

the treatments and the safety of the patients, specific quality assurance processes are required [7]. In 

general two types of quality assurance programs are employed in radiotherapy clinics, machine-specific 

and patient-specific quality assurance. The first allows to check if the machine's characteristics are 

considerably different from their baseline values during commissioning. These quality assurance 

programs are executed a t varied frequencies ( daily (D), weekly (W) , monthly (M) , quarterly ( 4M) 

and annually (A)) depending on the machine functions. Patient-specific quality assurance, on the 

other hand, ensures the quality of each unique patient plan. Before starting the first treatment session, 

pre-treatment patient-specific quality assurance is used to ensure that the given dose distribution 

does not devia te considerably from the anticipated one. During this thesis we will be focusing on 

machine-specific quality assurance. 

The Julio Teixeira, S.A. radiation oncology clinic, at Instituto CUF in Porto, has recently purchased 

a new linear accelerator, the TrueBeam by Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto , CA. Before it can begin 

operating, a quality assurance program must be established. A number of physical parameters that 

must be verified has already been outlined by the Quality Assurance Reference center for the European 

Commission [8], based on IEC2007 [9] and IEC2008 [10]. A protocol was developed to establish a set 

of t ests that evaluat e these physical parameters. It includes the objective, the tolerance levels, the 
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frequency at which the tests must be conducted and a set of instructions on how to proceed. In this 

dissertation, the results of the physical parameters evaluated during the tests will be presented. 

This dissertation is organized into five chapters. The first includes a brief introduction to the 

topic and a resume of this dissertation. The second includes the revision of the current state of the 

art , covering radiotherapy; the linear accelerator; some radiotherapy delivery techniques; photon and 

electron dosimetry; gamma analysis and the patient journey in the clinic, as well as the treatment 

planning syst em. The third chapter presents the quality control equipment and what it 's used for. 

The fourth chapter includes the description, results and discussion of daily quality assurance tests . 

The last chapter consists of a brief description of the non daily tests, results, analysis and discussion. 

General conclusions were taken to determine whether the TrueBeam is ready for operation and if the 

tests suffice to make a proper quality assurance protocol. 
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CHAPTER 

Background 
In this chapter the theoretical background of radiotherapy, linear accelerators and their components, 

delivery techniques in radiotherapy, dosimetry, gamma analysis, patient journey in the clinic and the 

Treatment Planning System will be discussed. 

2 .1 RADIOTHERAPY 

Cancer is the most serious health issue in Europe and Western countries, characterized by tumor 

growth and spread. The 2019 annual report from Servi<;o Nacional de Sau.de of Portugal [11] shows 

that oncological diseases have an increasing weight in our society, being the second greatest cause of 

death and the first before 65 years of age. One of the most common cancer treatment modalities is 

Radiotherapy (RT). RT uses radiation to deliver a precise dose to a well-defined target volume with 

minimal disruption to surrounding healthy t issues [12]. The desired outcome is the eradication of the 

disease as well as an enhancement or extension of the patient 's life. External beam RT may be used to 

deliver the appropriate dose to the tumor site. According to [13], at least once during their cancer 

treatment , 52% of cancer patients should undergo external beam RT. Linear accelerators (LI ACs), 

like the TrueBeam (TB), are the devices used in external beam RT. 

2.2 THE LINAC 

The LINAC is the main tool for delivering RT today [13] . While the basic physics of LI ACs are the 

same for all , the specific build of the LINAC varies between manufacturers. Here, the bas ic structure 

of the LINAC will be discussed. 

There are several different forms of LINACs available for clinical usage. Some of them only emit 

X-rays at low megavoltages (usually 4 -6 MV) , while others emit photon and electron beams of various 

intensities and energies. Modern LINACs often give a single photon energy (e.g., 6MV) or two photon 

energies (e.g., 6 and 15 MV) , as well as numerous electron energies (e.g. , 6 , 9 , 12 , 16, and 20 MeV). 

Kilo-voltage X-ray beams are useful for treating skin lesions and shallow tumors , but the dose 

that can be administered to deep-seated tumors is limited by the high skin dose [14]. MV beams are 

not only more penetrating, but they also offer the significant advantage of delivering the maximal 

dose underneath the skin's surface. The maximum electron energy that can be achieved is roughly 

22 MeV because of space limits, however, in practice, this energy is sufficient for satisfactory treatments. 

LINAC electron beams can be converted to X-rays , or they can be used directly for medical therapy. 

2.2.1 Main components 

The major structures of a LIN AC are seen in figure 2.lA. Varian LI ACs bear a modulator, a treatment 

couch and a gantry (which includes a gantry stand and a treatment head) and a control console. The 

gantry stand is anchored firmly to the floor and the gantry head rotates on bearings in the stand. The 

operational accelerator structure, housed in the gantry, rotates about a horizontal axis fixed by t he 

stand. Conventional LINACs are described as isocentrically mounted [12]. 

During treatments , the position used as reference for patient placement is the isocenter. The 

isocenter, in ideal conditions, can be defined as the point in space where the intersection of the LI ACs' 

isocenter (established as the gantry, collimator, and treatment couch rotation axes) happens with the 
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beam central axis [14]. These two points should ideally be a fixed point in space, but due to LI AC's 

extreme weight, the centre of rotation will not be a single point , but rather a sphere whose diameter 

specifies the size of the isocentre. The isocentre distance, which is the distance between the isocentre 

and the X-ray target , is 100 cm for all current LINAC manufacturers [14]. Lasers are used in treatment 

rooms to project lines along horizontal and vertical orthogonal planes from the walls and ceiling in 

order to offer a visual reference for patient positioning. 

The gantry is a structure that houses the components that accelerate electrons and produce the 

therapeutic beam, as seen in figure 2.lB. These components will be explained in further detail in 

subsection 2.2.1.1. It can rotate 360° to create different-orientation radiation beams [14]. 

0 

CJ 
Figure 2.1: A) The major structures of a LINAC; B) Schematic diagram of the main components of a LIN AC 

(adapted from [12]). 

The lower part of the gantry usually includes a counterweight to adjust for the treatment head 's 

weight and allow correct gantry and imaging systems rotation [12], [14]. 

Inside the therapy room is the modulator cabinet. Its primary function is to provide the klystron 

with high-voltage electrical pulses [12], [14]. 

The gantry stand is the structure that mechanically supports the gantry and it includes the electron 

gun , the radio-frequency amplifier (also known as the klystron) , the circulator , the waveguide, the 

pressurizing gas syst em for the waveguide, the cooling water syst em and the pressurized air syst em 

(used to shift the carrousel and the target) [12], [14] . 

The treatment couch is a table where patients are lying during treatment. The couch allows for six 

alternative axis of movement to help with patient placement. These six axis are divided into three 

linear axis (vertical, lateral and longitudinal) and three rotational axis (rotation, pitch and roll). The 

couch must be able to support up to 200 kg without bending too much, and it must also have precise 

movements to allow for precise patient positioning. It 's commonly composed of carbon fiber to limit 

scattered radiation and minimize photon beam attenuation [12] . 

The control console is composed of a group of computers and hand controls used to move and 

control the LINAC [12], [14]. 

2.2. 1.1 B eam Forming 

The LINAC contains components of beam-forming. The electron injection mechanism feeds the 

accelerating waveguide with electrons. It's an electron gun, which is a simple electrostatic accelerator . 

A cathode is heated to release electrons thermionically in the opposite direction of a perforated anode. 

The electrons speed up as they approach the anode and depart through the accelerating waveguide 

behind it [14]. 
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A klystron is used to generate RF power. This component is responsible for supplying the 

accelerating waveguide with high-power RF fields [14]. 

The electron beam is focused onto a target via the beam transfer mechanism. This is accomplished 

by the use of bending magnets, which bend the electron beam to hit the target . For photon treatment, 

an electron beam collides with a target, which emits X-rays. The target is replaced with a scattering 

foil for electron therapy, which scatters the incident electron pencil beam to create a field [14]. 

The system for collimating and monitoring the beam is where the beam is sculpted with collimators 

and the beam output is monitored as part of the LIN AC treatment head [14]. 

Auxiliary systems are devices that do not directly contribute to acceleration but aid in the 

acceleration process and increase overall performance. These include the vacuum pumping system, 

water cooling system, air pressure system, and radiation leakage shielding [14]. 

2.2.1. 2 Treatment head 

LINACs can operate in both photon or electron mode. The above-mentioned accelerating and bending 

structure, section 2.2.1.1 , will produce a narrow focused beam of electrons that will be ineffective 

for patient treatment . This beam must either be converted to photons or adequately scattered in 

order to form a beam that may be used for patient therapy. Figure 2.2A shows the components of the 

treatment head of a medical LINAC in photon mode [14]. 

First the bending magnet bends the electron beam from horizontal to vertical (for gantry at 0°) , 

resulting in a beam that points toward the patient. MV X-rays are produced by bremsstrahlung from 

a high energy electron beam impacting a high atomic number metal target, commonly tungsten or a 

copper- tungsten laminate, just like the same way that kV x-rays are produced. This photon beam has 

a continuous spectrum with a maximum energy equal to the beginning energy of the electron and a 

mean energy of around one-third of that maximum energy [12] , [14]. 

A conical primary collimator , a shielding block made of tungsten located immediately after t he 

target , collimates the X-ray beam from the target and it limits the maximum field size of the beam [14] . 

In the forward direction, the photon beam created in the target has a larger flux density, as shown 

in figure 2.2B. For that reason, a flattening filter is applied to this beam to make it as uniform as 

feasible in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. The employment of a flattening filter allows 

for the intentional creation of a profile that grows toward the edges to compensate for the absence of 

dispersion at the field 's edges [12], [14]. 

After the flattening filter, the monitor ionization chambers are installed. These are sealed detectors 

for transmission ionisation chambers, which keep track of the beam output [12]. They track parameters 

like dose rate, integrated dose and symmetry of the field while t he beam is being delivered, allowing 

for real-time adjustments and safety checks. The chambers can also monitor the flatness of the beam 

by splitting the parallel planes into zones [12]. The LINAC can then self-correct to some extent based 

on the chamber response through negative feedback responses. The dose provided to the patient can 

be connected to the collector current in the monitor chamber. One popular approach to express this 

relationship is to consider the integrated current associated with a 1 cGy dose under typical condit ions 

as one Monitor Unit (MU) . Once this link has been established, the patient's dose can be delivered as 

a number of MUs. The monitor chambers are set up so that if the dose delivery target is exceeded, 

the LINACs beam will turn off. For safety purposes, there are two separate chambers. The second 

chamber, which serves as a backup, has a slightly higher tolerance than t he first . 

A light beam that coincides with the radiation beam is generated to visualize the therapy beam 

on the patient [12], [14]. A high-intensity light source is positioned outside the beam path, and the 

light is reflected by a mirror, placed between the ionization chambers and the jaws, to align with the 
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radiation beam [14]. The center of the radiation beam is represented in the light field by a shadow of 

cross-hairs cast by a graticule placed in the light beam path. An Optical Distance Indicator (ODI) 

that indicates the Source to Skin Distance (SSD) of a surface in the beam path can also be fitted in 

the treatment head. 

Jaws, also known as secondary collimators, are made up of two pairs of lead or tungsten blocks 

that can collimate the beam to a rectangular field of any size [14]. The jaws may create rectangular 

fields up to 40 x40 cm2 in size when measured in a plane at a distance of 100 cm from the source. The 

system is considered to be constituted by asymmetric (or independent) jaws when each jaw may move 

independently from the other in the pair [12] , [14]. The majority of jaws today are asymmetric. 

Multi-Leaf Collimators (MLCs), as seen in figure 2.2C, are made of pairs of leaves that may move 

independently, allowing any beam form to be created [12], [14]. The width of the leaves, which is 

measured at the isocenter plane, plays a limiting role in the treatment field 's conformity. As a result, 

in recent models of commercial MLCs, the leaf width has been steadily reducing (and the number of 

leaves increasing). Currently, 60 pairs of leaves (with widths of 0.5 cm or 1.0 cm at the isocenter level) 

are employed in models with 120 leaves [12] . The treatment head 's beam limiting mechanisms can 

be turned in any direction. The center axis of the radiation beam as it emerges from the primary 

collimator is the axis of rotation. As a result , the rotation axis intersects the isocenter line in the 

same way as the beam axis does. The fundamental benefit of MLCs is the achievement of geometrical 

conformation and intensity modulation of the beam. 
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Figure 2.2: A) A schematic representation of treatment head of a LIN AC (adapted from [14]) ; B) LI ACs 
beam: a) without flattening filter; b) with flattening filter (adapted from [14]); C) LI ACs MLC 
(adapted from [15]). 

2.2. 1. 3 Flattening Filter Free Beams 

The flattening filt er , figure 2.2A, has traditionally been used to flatten beams or create uniform 

fields in conformal and Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT), but reduces the dose rate 

(MU / min) at which MUs are delivered [16]. Improvement in delivery efficiency has been confirmed by 

removing the flattening filt er , also known as Flattening Filter Free (FFF) mode, especially for small 

field Stereotact ic Body Radiation Therapy (SBRT). The main advantage of FFF beams, figure 2.2B, 

is the ability to give larger dose rates, resulting in a shorter delivery time [17]. Reducing delivery time 

keeps the patient on the treatment couch for less time, enhancing patient comfort, reducing the chance 

of inaccuracies caused by patient movement, and allows for the treatment of more patients in the same 

time window , increasing the overall efficiency. The flattening filter in the treatment head is removed 

from the beam 's path for FFF beams. Due to the diverging shape of the original beam, without the 
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attenuation caused by the flattening filter , the intensity of photons along the center axis path will be 

the highest , gradually decreasing as the edge of the beam field is approached. This form of beam is 

similarly symmetric, and it's typically used to give extremely high doses to tumors' cores. This causes 

a dramatic dose fall-off at the field's perimeter, sparing normal structures nearby. 

2.2.2 Imaging Systems 

It is possible to image patient anatomy just prior to the delivery of a fraction of radiation, allowing for 

daily exact knowledge of the target volume's location. This is possible with the help of kV imaging 

system and the Electronic Portal Imaging Device (EPID). In practice, the image taken prior to 

treatment is compared to a digitally reconstructed radiography in order to replicate the planning 

position. Reduced treatment margins, fewer complications, dose escalation, and the avoidance of 

geographical misses may all be possible as a result of this. 

EPIDs, which are mounted to the gantry of the LIN AC have been created to offer instantaneous 

verification of the patient setup [14] using MV beams. Nowadays, the Amorphous-Silicon (a-Si) based 

EPIDs are by far the most used [12], [14]. Also known as flat-panel detectors, these devices are made 

of an a-Si panel, which is used to acquire 2D portal images created by the LI AC's X-ray action [18]. 

One of the most challenging aspects of portal imaging with MV photon beams is the absence of tissue 

contrast intrinsic to the energy range, as the photoelectric interactions required for high-quality images 

at diagnostic energies are nearly non-existent [14]. 

The kV system is placed on the gantry at a 90° offset to the primary beam. This system has the 

benefit of using kV X-rays, which provide improved contrast over standard portal images (EPID) . 

They have a similar detection system to EPIDs. 

At Julio Teixeira's radiotherapy department , the principal instrument for image guiding is the kV 

system , either with planar images or Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT). 

CBCT, figure 2.3, has become a significant and popular tool along side the orthogonal kV images 

for setting up the patients, notably for use in precise patient positioning prior to treatment [19]. 

Axis 

Object 

~----
Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of CBCT geometry (adapted from [20]) . 

CBCT is a technique that combines computed tomography (CT) imaging with a LI AC and entails 

taking several planar images with a kV cone beam spinning 360° around the patient in the treatment 

position. The CBCT has the benefit of requiring only a single ( or partial) rotation, that takes about 

1 min, around the patient to obtain a 3D image. The 3D volumetric data is obtained directly from a 

reconstruction of its 2D projections [19]. This lowers dose to the patient, however at the cost of image 

quality (resolution and contrast) . Because CBCT is used to confirm the location of a tumor rather 

than to diagnose it , sharp resolution is not required [21]. The principle of keeping radiation "as low 
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as reasonably achievable" is an important concept in RT. The energy of the X-rays, the number of 

projections collected, and the intensity of the beam (mAs) will all be limited as a result. The ability 

to monitor changes in patient anatomy is a benefit of CBCT over other imaging X-ray modalities [20]. 

2 .3 TRUEBEAM 

At the Julio Teixeira's radiotherapy department , the new TB has four photon energies, which are 6 

and 15 MV, and 6 and 10 MV flatt ening filter free, as well as four electron energies, which are 6, 12 

and 20 MeV, and 6 high-dose MeV (this last energy is not in clinical use, so it will be excluded from 

the tests). 

The TB is equipped with a 120 leaves millennium MLC [22]. This MLC features two banks of 60 

leaves. The central 20 cm is made up of leaves that are 5 mm wide (projected at isocenter). The outer 

leaves are each 10 mm wide. At 100 cm from the X-ray source, the maximum MLC defined field size is 

40 x40cm2 . 

2.4 DELIVERY TECHNIQ UES 

The necessity to lower the dose administered to healthy tissues while decreasing the risk of toxicity 

and morbidity has driven constant advancements in the delivery of RT during the last decades [23]. 

Dose distributions from different RT delivery techniques can be seen in figure 2.4. 

F ig ure 2.4: Examples of dose distribution of a 3D-CRT, IMRT and VMAT treatment plan calculated on 
the same patient. The red surface represents the high-dose regions, t he yellow surface the 
intermediate-high-dose regions, the dark blue surface the low dose regions, and the azure blue 
surface the intermediate-dose regions (adapted from [24]). 

3D Conformal Radiotherapy (3D-CRT) evolved as a result of the deployment of Conventional RT, 

in which treatment planning was based on 2D X-ray images, and the advent of CT [25]. Through the 

detection and delineation of the tumor in each image of the multiple CT cross-sections, the 3D-CRT 

enables for 3D reconstruction of the target volume [23], [26]. The key benefit of this method is 

the geometrical conformation to the target volume, which allows for greater do es to be delivered , 

culminating in reduction in morbidity and in the decrease of risk of toxicity. Wedge filters, blocks, 

compensators, and, more recently, the MLC are used to produce geometric beam conformation. To 

treat with these high doses, it is necessary to further reduce the volume irradiated. This would only 

be possible with the introduction of IMRT [26]. 

IMRT is a more advanced version of the 3D-CRT technique that employs a novel approach. The 

MLC modulates the radiation intensity over the beam's aperture in IMRT to preserve normal tissues. 

Lower doses from one field compensate for regions in the target volume with higher doses from other 

fields, resulting in a homogeneous dose distribution to the target volume with a steep dose gradient to 

neighbouring normal tissues. As a result, using multiple beams with non-uniform intensity profiles 

allows for more conforming dose distributions and better dose adjustment to the target volume. The 

goal of IMRT is to gradually increase the radiation delivered to the tumor while reducing the dose 
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delivered to the surrounding tissues [12], [14]. This is especially important in target volumes with 

concave or more complex shapes, as well as those in close proximity to organs at risk. There are several 

possibilities available for IMRT delivery, like the step-and-shoot and dynamic MLC techniques. 

The IMRT fluence is separated into a number of uniform subfields in the step-and-shoot approach, 

each with its own static MLC position. The radiation beam is shut off while the MLC is set to each of 

these locations. The beam is turned back on once the MLC has reached one of its static configurations. 

This procedure is repeated until all segments have been delivered [12], [14]. 

The leaves of the MLC move while the beam is on to achieve the correct int ensity profile in 

the dynamic MLC t echnique. This method is more efficient and faster than step-and-shoot, but it 

necessitates the use of an MLC with dynamic capabilities [12], [14]. 

Arc-based therapies that implemented the continuous rotation of the gantry around the patient 

during irradiation, such as Volume Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT), have emerged to address some of 

the limitations of fixed angle IMRT (such as increased total body irradiation dose, increased planning 

time and increased machine treatment t ime [26]) and to increase radiation delivery. The VMAT 

relies on the use of the Dynamic Multi Leaf Collimator (DMLC) mode in conjunction with gantry 

rotation [23], [25]. The VMAT approach allows for irradiation from all angles in one or more 360° 

rotations around the patient. The DMLC mode defines the geometry of the field , while numerous 

rotational arcs are used to regulate the intensity [27]. The main advantage of VMAT over IMRT is 

the increased treatment efficiency as a result of better t ime management and reduced MU on the rest 

of the body. The reduction in treatment delivery time is critical because it decreases the possibility of 

target volume motion as well as patient discomfort , minimizing set-up variability. In summary, VMAT 

is a technology that combines the manipulation of temporal and spatial intensity by the simultaneous 

modification of gantry rotation speed, dose rate , and the geometry of the irradiation field, all controlled 

by the LINAC [23]. 

2. 5 DOSIMETRY 

The initial radiation unit proposed , aft er Rontgen's discovery of X-rays in 1895, was based on its 

ionising power. In recommending the quantity dose, defined as "radiant energy per unit volume", 

Christen (1914) was ahead of his time. The International X-ray Unit Committee defined the Rontgen 

as "the quantity of X-radiation that , when secondary electrons are fully used and the chamber wall 

effect is avoided , produces such a degree of conductivity in one cubic centimetre of atmospheric air 

at O °C and 76 cm mercury pressure that one electrostatic unit of charge is measured at saturation 

current" , in 1928. This quantity later became known as exposure. The defini t ion of dose, "in terms 

of the quantity of energy absorbed per unit mass ( erg per g) of irradiated material at the point of 

interest " was not formalized until 1950 [14]. In 1954 the term absorbed dose was ultimately authorized, 

with the rad , as the unit of measurement , defined as "100 erg per g". The Gray (Gy) , the standard 

contemporary unit of measurement of dose, is equivalent to 100 rad. The meaning and formal definition 

of absorbed dose were revised further in 1980, and its present version was supplied in 1998 [14]. 

As seen in equation (2.1), the quotient of dE by dm is the absorbed dose, where d"f is the mean 

energy supplied by ionising radiat ion to matter of mass dm. The Gy, that is 1 J kg-1 , is the unit of 

absorbed dose. 

a€ 
D = dm[Gy]. (2.1 ) 

One defines absorbed dose as energy deposited per unit mass in order to account for the size of the 

target. If we were to use energy deposited per t umor, the amount of actual damage caused by this 
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energy would vary with the size of the tumor. Prescribing dose in terms of energy deposited per unit 

volume would account for this effect, but not for where inside the tumor this energy is deposited. In 

order to treat cancer successfully every dividing cell needs to be destroyed, so every part of the tumor 

needs to get a lethal dose. A tumor irradiated homogeneously could have most of its energy deposited 

in one location, leaving other cells alive and resulting in a failed treatment. In order to get around 

this, one divides the tumor into smaller volumes, or points, which are obtained from a CT scan. Each 

point is prescribed the minimum dose necessary to ensure the destruction of the tumor. The reason 

the C y is defined as Jkg- 1 and not J cm-3 is that the amount of energy absorbed by a small volume 

depends upon the density of the material contained in it. 

As part of the commissioning phase, different dosimetric quantities are determined to characterize a 

radiation treatment beam [28]. During the lifetime of any LINAC, these dosimetric quantities must be 

measured and checked regularly for posterior comparison to the reference machine data set, acquired 

in the commissioning phase, for beam matching (which is part of the Quality Assurance (QA) process). 

These measurements are performed in water because of its similar radiation interaction properties when 

compared to human soft tissue. Figure 2.5 summarizes the relationship between the measurements in 

the water phantom and the clinical care of a patient . 

Water Phantom 
Measurements 

Patient Treatment 

- --- Radiat ion Source --- -

11 - RadiationField - 11 
- Radiaton 

Detec1 or 

Water Phantom 

Dosimetric Data for 
Treatment Planning 

System: Output, PDDs, 
Beam Profiles, TPRs and 

Sc,p 

t 
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1hedoctor1 dose calculation 
Instructions 

Figure 2.5: The relationship between radiation dosimetry and patient care is depicted in this diagram 
(adapted from [29]). 

A reference dosimetry protocol is used to correctly calibrate the LI AC radiation output. The use 

of reference dosimetry allows for the calibration of dose at a specific point in a phantom under specific 

conditions, as well as the accuracy of dose production between centers following the same protocol. At 

Julio Teixeira 's radiotherapy department , the used reference dosimetry protocol is IAEA TRS398 [30]. 

Reference conditions are described, according to IAEA TRS398 [30], as "a collection of values of 

influence quantities for which the calibration factor is true without further correction". The radiation 

field size, geometrical configuration (including the SSD distance and chamber depth), material of the 

irradia ted phantom, and atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity are all included in these 

reference conditions. RT 's success during acceptance t esting, commissioning and QA of the LI AC 

lies in accurate collect ion of this data. 

The use of therapy beams for patient treatment, on the other hand, requires the ability to identify 

the dose at any point within the patient , because it is vital to know the dose distribution ahead of 

time. Computational methods for determining the patient dose at any point necessitate a thorough 

understanding of clinical beam parameters. A number of preliminary measurements on the treatment 

equipment are required to provide basic data for the needed dose models. In practice, it 's easier to 
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distinguish between absolute and relative dose measurements. It is critical to follow these codes of 

practice as strictly as possible since they ensure dose determination accuracy and consistency around 

the world. However, in practice, the absolute dose is only measured in one specific point while in actual 

treatment situation the patient isn't only irradiated in one specific spot. It is critical to assess the dose 

under a variety of situations that are reflective of clinical use. These measurements are referred to as 

relative dose measurements. 

2.5.1 Photons 

The following are the reference conditions for determination of absorbed dose to water, figure 2.6A, in 

high energy MV beams as described by IAEA TRS398 [30]: 

• Phantom material: Water; 

• Chamber type: Cylindrical; 

• Measurement depth ( Zre f): 10 cm; 

• Reference point of chamber: on the central axis at the center of the cavity volume at Zref ; 

• SSD: 100cm; 

• Field size: 10 x 10 cm 2 . 

2. 5.1.1 Absolute dosimetry 

According to IAEA TRS398 [30], absolute dosimetry is performed using a water phantom, a calibrated 

ionisation chamber and an electrometer. The user is supposed to have an ionization chamber with a 

calibration factor of Nw,D ,Qo in terms of absorbed dose to water at a reference quality of Q0 . Equation 

(2.2) gives the absorbed dose to water after the chamber is positioned according to the reference 

conditions, 

(2 .2) 

where Mq is the uncorrected reading of the electrometer under the reference conditions used in 

the standards laboratory, Nw,D ,Qo is the calibration factor in terms of absorbed dose to water of 

the ionisation chamber obtained from a standards laboratory, and kQ ,Qo is a correction factor that 

accounts for the consequences of the difference in quality between the reference beam Q0 (beam used 

in the calibration laboratory) and the real user quality Q. 

The beam quality correction factor kq ,q 0 , equation (2.3), is defined as the ratio of the calibration 

factors in terms of absorbed dose to water of the ionization chamber at the qualities Q and Q0 , 

k _ Nw,D ,Q 
Q,Qo - N 

W,D ,Qo 

D w, 9 
MQ 

= Dw ,Qa. 
MQo 

(2.3) 

Along with the kq,q0 correction factor , there are more correction factors used when measuring 

absolute dose for various influence quantities, like temperature, pressure, etc. Assuming that influence 

quantities work independently of one another, a product of correction factors , I] (ki), can be used, each 

of which is related to only one influence quantity, ki. An ionization chamber's calibration factor is 

only valid for the calibration's reference conditions. 

The mass of air in the cavity volume is sensitive to atmospheric changes because the chamber is 

open to the ambient air. To convert the cavity air mass to the reference conditions, it is important to 

use the krp correction factor, equation (2.4), 

k _ (273.2 + T) Po 
TP - (273.2 + To) P ' (2.4) 
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where P and T are the cavity air pressure and temperature at the moment of measurement , and 

Po and To are the reference values (101.3 kPa and 20 °C, respectively). 

The effect of employing polarizing potentials of opposing polarity on a chamber reading must always 

be evaluated during commissioning. In photon beams, the effect will be insignificant for most chamber 

types. The effect could, however, be significant in charged particle beams, particularly electrons. The 

real reading is taken to be the mean of the absolute values of readings collected at both polarities 

when a chamber is employed in a beam that causes a measurable polarity effect. A single polarizing 

potential and polarity are usually used for frequent operation of an ionization chamber. The effect 

of applying polarizing potentials of opposite polarity for each user beam quality Q on the chamber 

reading, on the other hand, can be compensated for by using a correction factor, Kpal, equation (2.5). 

k _ IM+I + IM- 1 
pol - 2IMI , (2.5) 

where M+ and M _ denote electrometer readings acquired with positive and negative polarity, 

respectively, and M denotes the electrometer reading obtained with the polarity commonly employed 

(positive or negative) . 

The employment of a correction factor ks, equation (2.6) , at the normal operating voltage Vi, is 

required due to incomplete charge collection in an ionization chamber cavity. This occurs because 

of ion recombination, which is due to two distinct effects happening in parallel. The first effect is 

the recombination of ions created by different ionizing particle tracks , known as general (or volume) 

recombination. This is influenced by the density of ionizing particles, and thus the dose rate. The 

second is initial recombination, which is independent of the dose rate and involves the recombination 

of ions generated by a single ionizing particle track. Both effects are influenced by the chamber shape 

and the polarizing voltage used. This correction factor is given by 

(M1 ) (M1 )
2 

ks = ao + a1 N/2 + a2 Nh , (2.6) 

where M 1 and N/2 are the collected charges measured under identical irradiation conditions, at 

the polarizing voltages V1 and V2 , respectively. Vi is the usual operating voltage, and Vi is a lower 

voltage. The ~ ratio should preferably be equal to or greater than 3. The ai constants are quadratic 

fit coefficients , and are tabled in IAEA TRS398 [30]. 

In conclusion, the absorbed dose to water at the reference depth Zref in water, in a photon beam 

of quality Q is given by equation (2.7), where Mraw is the chamber reading in C. 

(2.7) 

2.5. 1. 2 Relative dosimetry 

2.5.1.2. 1 Percentage Depth Dose curve 

One of the important elements that characterizes a radiation beam is the dose variation with depth 

along the central axis , known as Percentage Depth Dose (PDD) [14]. PDD curves show how, for a 

given irradiation condition, the dose delivered to a medium varies with depth in comparison to the 

dose deposited at d max · Figure 2.6B shows a typical PDD curve for a MV photon beam. 

The inverse square law governs the photon fluence at any point when a beam propagates through 

air or vacuum [12], [29] . This is due to the fact that the total number of particles crossing the surface of 

a sphere of radius r centered on the source is independent of r when radiation is emitted isotropically 

from a point source [14]. As a result , the particle fluence at a distance r , which is calculated by dividing 
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the number of particles by the area of the sphere's surface, varies proportionally to r - 2 . The dose 

varies as a function of the inverse square of r because it is proportional to particle fluence [14]. When a 

photon beam passes through a patient, however, the fluence is affected not only by the inverse square 

law, but also by the medium's attenuation and scattering [12], [14] . 

There are various key areas and regions in a PDD that can be recognized [12], [14], figure 2.6B. The 

beam enters the patient through the skin and delivers a surface dose Ds. The dose increases swiftly 

beneath the surface (build-up region) , reaches a maximum value, Dmax at depth Zmax, and then falls 

exponentially until it reaches a value D ex at the patient 's exit point. The Ds for high energy photon 

beams is much lower than the dose at Dmax, and it is affected by both beam intensity and field size. 

The larger the photon beam energy, the lower the surface dose. For a given beam energy the surface 

dose increases with the field size. The phenomenon known as build-up may be seen in the PDD curves 

for high energy photon beams [12], [14]. When compared to the dose at the surface, the dose a short 

distance below the skin is larger. The lack of electronic equilibrium at shallow depth causes this. The 

depth ( zmax ) to which the Dmax is delivered under the patient 's surface is determined by the beam 

energy and beam field size [12]. The main consequence is the beam energy dependence; the field size 

dependence is generally overlooked because it has just a minor influence. The higher the energy of the 

photon beam, the bigger Zmax will be. The bigger the radiation field is, the smaller Zmax will be, with 

a radiation field of 5 x 5 cm 2 being where the largest Zmax occurs. The exit dose D ex refers to the dose 

supplied to the patient at the beam exit point [12]. 

2.5.1.2.2 B eam profile 

PDD curves can only provide a portion of the information needed to accurately describe the beam. 

The central axis data is combined with off-axis dose profiles to determine dose distributions in 2D 

and 3D [12], [14]. The off-axis data is given with beam profiles, figure 2.6C, that are measured in four 

directions ( crossline, inline and diagonals) of a plane, taken at several depths, perpendicular to the 

incident beam axis. In a phantom, the off-axis ratio is the ratio of dose at an off-axis point to the dose 

on the central beam axis at the same depth. The analysis of the beam profiles allows the verification 

of the radiation field size, its flatness, symmetry and penumbra. 

There are three unique zones in MV X-ray beam profiles: central, penumbra, and umbra. The flat 

central part of the profile is represented by the central region [12]. The separation between the 50% 

dose level points on the beam profile is commonly used to establish the geometric field size, which 

i indicated by the optical light field. The energy of electrons impacting the thick target , the target 

atomic number , and the flatt ening filter atomic number and geometric shape all affect the central 

region of the beam profile. In this zone two parameters of the beam, flatness and symmetry, can be 

analysed. The beam flatness F , equation (2 .8) , is determined by the ratio of D max and D min anywhere 

in the flattened area. 

F = 100 X D max. (2.8) 
D min 

A typical beam symmetry S, equation (2.9), is obtained through the ratio of doses at two symmetric 

points relative to the central axis of the field inside the flattened area. 

S = 100 x D cx,y) (2.9) 
D c-x,-v) 

The dose fluctuates fast in the penumbral portion of the dose profile and is dependent on the field 

defining collimators [12]. The dose falloff around the geometric beam edge is sigmoid in shape and 
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extends under the collimator jaws into t he penumbral tail area, where there is a t iny dose component 

due to collimator jaw transmission (transmission penumbra). In a phantom, the physical penumbra is 

determined by beam energy, source size, SSD , source to collimator distance, and dept h. The region 

outside the radiation field , far away from the field edges, is known as the umbra. The radiation 

delivered through the collimator and head shielding results in a minimal dose in this region. 

2.5.1. 3 B eam Quality Index 

The Tissue Phantom Ratio (TPR) at depths of 20 cm (d) and 10 cm (dreJ) , TPR20 ,1o, for a given 

field size (F) has been proposed as the specifier for the quality of high energy (E) photon beams by 

IAEA TRS398 [30]. TPR20,10 , equation (2.10), is a measure of the effective attenuation coefficient , 

which describes the essentially exponential decrease of a photon PDD curve beyond the depth of D max ; 

more crucially, it is unaffected by electron contamination in the incident beam. Other beam quality 

specifiers have been proposed for photon beam dosimetry, however, T P R 20,10 is the one that appears 

to show the less practical problems in measuring, and errors in determining the beam quality index 

may have in general more serious consequences with other beam quality specifiers than with T P R20,10 . 

TPR (F d E) = D (F,d, E) 
d,dref ' ' D(F d E) , ref, 

(2.10) 

The T P R20,10 can be calculated by either directly measuring the dose, equation (2.10), or by using 

the P DD20 ,10 , which is the ratio of PDDs at 20 cm and 10 cm depths measured at the reference 

conditions of IAEA TRS398 [30], equation (2.11). 
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Figure 2.6: A) Reference conditions for determination of absorbed dose to water; B) Typical PDD curve 
from a MV photon beam (adapted from [12]); C) Typical beam profile (adapted from [12]). 

2.5.2 Electrons 

The following are the reference condit ions for determination of absorbed dose to water of MeV electron 

beams as described by IAEA TRS398 [30]: 

• Phantom material: Water ; 

• Chamber type: Plane-parallel; 

• Measurement depth (zref ): 0.6R50 - 0.1 gcm- 2 ; 

• Reference point of chamber: on the central axis, on the inner surface of the window at its center 

at ZreJ; 

• SSD: 100 cm; 

• Field size: 10 x 10 cm2 . 
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2. 5. 2.1 Absolute dosimetry 

The general approach of measurement and dosimetry for electron beams is similar to that used for MV 

X-ray beams [14] (section 2.5.1.1), when the calibration quality of the ion chamber Q0 is cobalt-60. The 

most notable departure from the measurements of dose described in section 2.5.1.1 is the introduction 

of a new Zre f· In clinical electron beams, this depth has been found to considerably reduce the impact 

of spectrum differences across LINACs. Beam characteristics and all parameters affecting beam quality 

(including the new Zre J) are represented in t erms of the half-value depth (R50 ) in water , which is 

discussed in better detail on section 2.5.2.3. 

The absorbed dose to water at the reference depth Zre f in water is given by equation (2.7). 

2.5.2.2 Relative dosimetry 

Because of the peculiarities of their PDD curves, electron 

beams provide advantages in a range of therapeutic sce

narios [14]. Figure 2.7 shows a typical PDD curve from 

an electron beam. These electron beams deliver somewhat 

homogeneous doses to a relatively well-defined zone stretch

ing from the surface to the therapeutic range ( taken as 

the distal 85% or 90%) [12], [14]. By adjusting the beam 

energy, this therapeutic range can be adjusted to meet the 

clinical scenario. One-third of the beam energy in MeV is 

about equivalent to one-third of the therapeutic range in 

cm of water or soft tissue. Then there 's a sudden decline 

in relative dose, which spares t he underlying structures. 

Lower-energy beams ( 4 and 6 MeV) have a D 8 , conven

llto R,o R, Fl_ 

Depth in water (cm) 

Figure 2.7: Typical PDD curve from a 

MeV electron beam (adapted 

from [12]). 

tionally st ated at 0.5 mm depth , of roughly 75% to 80% of the Dmax , while higher-energy beams 

(20 and 25 MeV) have a D s of 90% to 100% in comparison to the Dmax [14] . The increase in relative 

dose from the surface is due to the increasing obliquity of electron trajectories, due to scatter , as they 

penetrate the material, therefore, the difference in relative value between D s and D max is larger for 

lower energies where scatter is more significant , i.e. D 8 is lower at lower energies [12]. 

This increases until the beam is virtually totally diffused , at which point the depth-dose curve 

flattens. It continues at increasing depths until electrons are lost from the beam, at which point the 

PDD curve begins to decrease. The balance of these scatter effect s with eventual electron loss from 

the beam determines the depth of maximum dose (R100 ) and the form of the peak of the depth- dose 

curve. The dose gradient , which gets less steep as energy increases, describes the curve's fall-off at 

depth. Beyond the region where primary electrons are directly deposit ing energy, a Bremsstrahlung 

tail is observed, typically approximately 1 % of maximum dose for lower-energy beams to around 5% 

for 20 and 25 MeV beams. The majority of this comes from the LI ACs head, with the scattering 

foils accounting for around half of the total. The practical range (Rµ) is obtained by intersecting the 

extrapolated X-ray tail with the tangent to the steepest part of the falling curve, and represents those 

electrons that have travelled through the material with the fewest scatter deviations from the original 

direction, producing a straight or nearly straight path [12], [14]. The value of Rp can be estimated as 

nearly half the beam energy in MeV when measured in cm of water or soft tissue. 

If PDD curves are measured using an ionisation chamber , the readings must be transformed from 

ionisation to dose using energy-dependent corrections at each depth in the scan. 
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2.5.2.3 B eam Quality Index 

The half-value depth in water (R50 ) has been proposed as the specifier for the quality of electron 

beams in most dosimetry protocols based on absorbed dose to water, like IAEA TRS398 [30]. The idea 

to use R50 directly as a beam quality specifier when choosing stopping-power ratios (and reference 

depths) is similar to the long-standing practice in photon dosimetry of expressing beam qualities in 

terms of beam penetration [14]. R50 is the depth in water at which the absorbed dose is 50% of its 

highest value, as measured with a constant SSD of 100 cm and a field size at the phantom surface of 

at least 10 x l0 cm2 for R 50 ~ 7 gcm- 2 (Eo ;S 16MeV) and at least 20 x 20cm2 for R 50 > 7gcm- 2 

(E0 2: 16 MeV). 

When a depth-ionisation distribution in water, R 5o,ion , is used to estimate the R 5o, it is derived 

using equation (2.12) and (2. 13). 

R 50 = l.029R50,ion - 0.06 cm (R 50,ion ~ 10 cm). (2.12) 

R 50 = l.O59R50,ion - 0.37 cm (R 50 ,ion > 10 cm). (2.13) 

The Zre f for beam calibration and absolute dose measurements is also expressed in terms of R50 as 

seen in equation (2. 14) 

Zre f = O.6R50 - 0.1 cm (R 50 in cm). (2.14) 

2.6 GAMMA ANALYSIS 

The gamma analysis method is the reference method for evaluating comparisons between calculated 

and measured absorbed dose distributions [31]. Calculated dose distribution is used as a reference 

(Dr), and the other (measured dose) is used for evaluation (D e), with t he Dose Difference (DD) and 

geographic variations (Distance to Agreement (DTA)) criteria between them taken into account , in 

order to determine if the compared dose points pass or fail the dose distribution comparison test. 

The acceptance requirement is commonly 3% and 3 mm, and is represented by 6-DM (measured 

in %) for DD and 6-dM (measured in mm) for DTA, respectively. Each point in the reference dose 

distribution is analyzed to locate the most similar point in the evaluated dose distribution, producing 

a numerical quality index known as gamma index. The gamma index is a measure of agreement 

or disagreement in regions that pass or fai l the acceptance criteria, indicating the accuracy of the 

calculations in those areas. 

The gamma value for the reference dose must be equal to or less than 1 for the comparison 

distribution to match. Otherwise we can deduce that the evaluated point does not meet the acceptance 

criteria. The most common approach is based on the use of a global criterion for DD, where 6-DM is 

constant for all points evaluated and calculated regarding the maximum dose. 

2.7 PATIENT JO URNEY IN THE CLINIC 

Each clinical process in RT is complex and requires numerous steps, as shown in figure 2.8. First, the 

oncologist, the radiation oncologist and the surgeon assess the disease and determine the treatment, or 

combination of treatments (RT, chemotherapy, etc.), based on the tumor 's characteristics. If RT is 

chosen, the procedure begins with a CT scan of the patient 's anatomy at the tumor site, sometimes 

followed by a magnetic resonance imaging and/ or a positron emission tomography scan to improve soft 
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tissue contrast and target delineation. The radiation oncologist then delineates the target volume and 

organs at risk from the acquired CT and defines the dose to be prescribed . Following the delineation, 

the dose must be calculated and the dose distribution optimized. A physicist then assesses the dose 

distribution, ensuring that the dose constraints to healthy tissues are met. Finally, the radiation 

oncologist determines if the plan accomplishes all the goals and constraints set, or whether a new plan 

is required. The treatment can begin after the plan is approved and the patient QA is performed. 

Therapeutic 
dedslon 

CT planning 
acquisition 

0o .. 
plannins 

SllMitfY 
definition 

Drttt voluine 
definiton 

Ti'fftfflent 

Patl•ru 
specific QA 

Fig ure 2.8: Main steps during external RT treatment. 

2. 7.1 Treatme nt Planning Syst e m 

At Julio Teixeira's radiotherapy department, Eclipseni is the Treatment Planning System (TPS) used 

for planning for TB patients. Varian 's Eclipseni software provides an interface for treatment planning, 

including structure contouring, beam planning, dose calculation, and plan review. Its calculations are 

based on beam data that describes the machine's output and beam characteristics , and it computes the 

dose using the Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm (AAA) [32]. AAA relies on pre-computed physical 

parameters derived from Monte Carlo simulations. During beam data configuration, these parameters 

are adjusted so that the estimated beam characteristics match the measured clinical beam data for 

each treatment unit. For a set of typical beam energies ranging from 6 to 23 MV, the essential physical 

parameters used to model clinical beams are pre-computed. The AAA model parameters are calculated 

in a water-equivalent medium. These parameters are scaled according to the densities of actual patient 

tissues during the dose distribution calculation. 
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CHAPTER 

QA equipment 
In this chapter, the equipment used to perform the quality assurance tests, in order to assure that 

the physical parameters of the TrueBeam are within tolerance levels proposed by the RP-162 /8/, are 

presented and discussed. 

3.1 VARIAN MEDICAL SYSTEMS ' FRONT POINTER 

The front pointer is a magnetic calibrated rod that provides a mechanical SSD and can be used for 

the verification of the ODI. This front pointer is placed on the treatment head and can have different 

lengths. 

3.2 PHANTOMS 

3.2.1 Varian M edical Syste m s' IsoCal 

The Isocenter Calibration (IsoCal) phantom by Varian Medical Systems, Inc, figure 3. lA, is used in 

some of the Machine Performance Check (MPC) tests to execute geometric analysis analogous to 

isocenter determination and couch positioning accuracy. This is a hollow cylindrical phantom made of 

polyoxymethylene [33] (Acetal). It accommodates 16 tungsten-carbide Ball Bearings (BBs) , each with 

4 mm of diameter, that are precisely located so that they work as reference points [34]. This phantom 

is fixed on the treatment couch during MPC tests, so the MPC assumes that the IsoCal phantom does 

not change its position relative to the couch. 

3.2.2 Varian M edical Syste m s' Marker Block Phantom 

The Marker Block Phantom (MBP) by Varian Medical Systems, Inc is a phantom used for daily 2D/2D 

match tests and couch shift accuracy. This phantom accommodates a central BB of 1 mm in diameter 

and 4 other markers that are 1 mm in diameter and 3 mm in length [35]. The MBP is secured to the 

treatment table and contains a block with several steps and fissures , as seen in figure 3.lB. These 

different steps allow for a MBP displacement of exactly 2 cm in the lateral, vertical and longitudinal 

axis. 

3.2.3 Civco M edica l Solutions' ! so-Align 

The !so-Align phantom by Civco Medical Solutions is a multi-use phantom for Quality Control (QC) . 

It comes with a film slot for radiation and light field verification and an !so-Point that allows to verify 

the mechanical isocenter of the gantry, as seen in figure 3.lC. 

3.2.4 PTW's RW3 Slab phantom 

The RW3 slab phantom by PTW, figure 3.lD is a water-equivalent phantom with chamber specific 

plates for therapy dosimetry. These solid water slabs makes it possible to check the LI ACs output 

and the patient specific QA. They are suitable for photon and electron dosimetry at high energies and 

they make it possible to vary the measuring depth up to 30 cm in increments of 1 mm [36]. In the 

energy ranges of 60-Co to 25 MV and 4 to 25 MeV, the RW3 phantom is water-equivalent. In total, 

this phantom has a volume of 30 x30 x30cm3 . 
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Figure 3.1: A) Measurements of the IsoCal phantom: 1) Outer and inner diameter sizes; 2) Length and 
location of BBs. B) The MBP: 1) MBP in its bracket ; 2) Block t hat contains several steps and 
fissures. C) The Iso-Align set : 1) Iso-Align; 2) Iso-Point. D) Solid Water phantom sla bs. 

3.2.5 CIRS' 002LFC IMRT Thorax Phantom 

The CIRS Model 002LFC IMRT Thorax Phantom for film and ion chamber dosimetry is designed 

to overcome the complicated difficulties of TPS commissioning and comparison, as well as entire 

system QA from CT imaging to dose verification [37]. The 002LFC, figure 3.2A, is elliptical in shape 

and accurately mimics the proportions, density, and two-dimensional structure of an average human 

torso. It has a volume of 30 x30 x 20cm3 . Ionization chambers are accommodated by tissue equivalent 

replaceable rod inserts, enabling for point dose measurements. To support radiographic or GafChromic 

fi lm , one half of the phantom is cut into 12 sections, each 1 cm thick. 

3.2.6 Leeds Test Objects' TOR 18FG phantom 

The TOR 18FG Leeds phantom by Leeds Test Objects Ltd, designed for QA purposes in two dimensions 

of the X-ray system, embodies a circular disk that has 18 disks each 8 mm in diamet er and contrast 

level ranging from 0.81% to 14.9% to evaluate image contrast sensitivity [38], figure 3.2B. Moreover, it 

has 21 bar patterns with spatial resolution ranging from 0. 5 to 5 line pairs per millimeter (lp/ mm) to 

evaluate spatial resolution of an image. A 1 mm copper plate, that must be placed between the X-ray 

source and the TOR 18FG, come with this phantom in order to mimic the attenuation through a 

patient. 

3.2. 7 PTW's MP3-M Water phantom 

The MP3-M water phantom by PTW, figure 3.2C, consists of a medium-size, remote-controlled, 3D 

acrylic water tank. This tank has a scanning range of 50.0 x50.0 x40.8cm3 [39]. It comes with a 3D 

moving mechanism driven by three calibration-free, high-speed stepper motors that offer excellent 

posit ioning accuracy (0.1 mm, 50 m s- 1 ) [39]. Underneath the water tank there is a water reservoir, 

with a PC-controlled pump, that contains 196 L of distilled water [39]. The water phantom is controlled 

by a Control Unit , and a control pendant that allows for a manual control of the water tank moving 

mechanism. 
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Figure 3.2: A) IMRT Thorax Phantom. B) TOR 18FG (adapted from [38)) . C) MP3-M water phan
tom (adapted from [39]) 

3.3 ELECTROMETERS 

3.3.1 PTW's TANDEM e lectrometer 

The TANDEM electrometer by PTW, figure 3.3A, is a dual channel electromet er used for absolute 

dosimetry with MEPHYSTO software and for relative dosimetry with the Control Unit mentioned in 

section 3.2.7. The chamber voltage for both channels is individually programmable in 50 V increments 

up to 400 V with reversible polarity [39] . This electrometer makes it possible to set minimum measuring 

intervals of 10 ms and it has a resolution of 10 fA. TANDEM is also designed to perform radiation 

field measurements referenced to an ionization chamber. A trigger input synchronizes measurements 

with external signals. 

3.3.2 PTW's UNIDOS E 

UNIDOS E by PTW, figure 3.3B, is a reference or field class electrometer for routine dosimetry [40]. 

The compact UNIDOS E is mainly used for daily routine dosimetry in radiation therapy. Ion chambers 

can be connected and it provides excellent resolution (1 fA) and a large dynamic range. U IDOS E 

displays the measured values of dose and dose rate in Gy and Gy / min, respectively. The electrical 

values charge and current are measured in C and A, respectively. 

Figure 3.3: A) Dual electrometer TANDEM (adapted from [39)). B) U IDOS E (adapted from [40)). 

3.4 RADIATION DETECTORS 

3.4.1 Ionization chambers 

Clinical dosimetry for RT requires a high level of accuracy with a total uncertainty of at most 

2.5- 4% [30]. The most widely used radiation detector in RT that is able to achieve this level of accuracy 

is the ionization chamber. Ionization chambers operate by measuring the charge created when ionizing 

radiation passes through a gas. They consist of two or more electrodes to which an electric potential is 

applied, creating an electric field. These electrodes collect the charge (electrons) created when incident 

radiation hits the chamber, thus ionizing the gas inside of it . Once the gas is ionized , the electrons are 

accelerated towards the electrodes. This migration results in a current , which can be measured by an 

electrometer [14]. 
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The two most used geometries of ionization chambers in RT are the cylindrical ion chambers and 

the plane-parallel chambers [12], [41]. Cylindrical chambers, figure 3.4A, are constituted by a cavity 

(the sensit ive zone), and a stem [42]. The cavity, that is generally filled with air, is characterized by 

three electrodes: the polarization electrode or external electrode, connected directly to the polarization 

voltage [12], [42]; the collection electrode, that is connected to an electrometer, which has a high 

impedance and collects the charge from the gas filled cavity; and the guard electrode, that is connected 

directly to the mass and defines the volume cavity by also preventing the collection of leakage currents. 

Parallel-plate chambers, figure 3.4B, consist of two flat walls, one serving as an entry wall and polarizing 

electrode and the other as the back wall and collecting electrode, as well as a guard ring system [43]. 

The gas volume is a disc-shaped cavity. The back wall is usually a block of conducting plastic or a 

non-conducting material with a thin conducting layer of graphite forming the collecting electrode and 

the guard ring system on top [43]. 

Ionization chambers are sent to a standards laboratory, which will measure out a known dose of 

radiation and compare the number of Gy delivered with the measured charge. This is the chamber's 

calibration process that lets the chamber be used in clinics for the determination of the LI ACs' 

output. 

0 0 

Figure 3.4: A) Schematic for a cylindrical chamber (adapted from [12]); B) Schematic for a plane-parallel 
chamber ( adapted from [43]). 

3.4.1.1 PTW's Semifiex type 31010 

Semiflex type 31010 by PTW is a waterproof thimble chamber, as seen in figure 3.5A. This chamber 

can be used to measure either high-energy photon beams or electron beams in air , water or phantom 

material. These chambers were mainly designed for dose distribution measurements in motorized water 

phantoms. The nominal useful energy range is from 30 kV to 50 MV for photons, and 6 to 50 MeV for 

electrons [44]. An acrylic build-up cap comes with each chamber, as well as a calibration certificate. 

The Semiflex chamber has a nominal sensitive volume of 0.125 cm3 . This volume is satisfactory for 3D 

dosimetry in a water phantom because it is approximately spherical, resulting in a flat angular response 

and a uniform spatial resolution along all three axes of a water phantom. The Semiflex chamber has a 

useful range of chamber voltage of ±(100-400) V, with 400 V being its nominal voltage, it can measure 

in field sizes of 3 x 3 cm2 up until 40 x 40 cm2 and its nominal response is 3.3 nC Gy- 1 . The chamber 

used in this work has the factors seen in table 3.1. 

3.4. 1. 2 PTW's Roos type 34001 

The Roos electron chamber type 34001, as seen in figure 3.5B, is a waterproof plane-parallel chamber 

for absolute dosimetry of high-energy electron radiation beams in water and solid state phantoms [44]. 

This design of plane parallel chambers is referred to several times in modern dosimetry protocols. The 

nominal useful energy range is from 2 to 45 MeV. This chamber has a nominal sensitive volume of 

0.35 cm3The Roos chamber has a useful range of chamber voltage of ±(50-300) V with 200 V being its 

nominal voltage, it can measure in field sizes of 4 x4cm2 up until 40 x40cm2 and its nominal response 

is 12nC/Gy. The chamber used in this work has the factors seen in table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Semiflex factors (left ) and Roos factors (right). 

Energy Nw,D ,Q0 
k s kpol kQ ,Qo 

Energy Nw,D ,Q0 
ks kpol kQ,Qo (MV) (Gy nC- 1 ) (MeV) (Gy nC - 1 ) 

6 0.2846 1.00200 1.00100 0.991328 6 0,08126 1,00527 1,00042 0,942507 
15 0.2846 1.00352 1.00209 0.972479 12 0,08126 1,00595 0,999184 0,912462 

6FFF 0.2846 1.00365 1.00100 0.994887 20 0,08126 1,00537 0,999572 0,891298 
lOFFF 0.2846 1.00595 1.00173 0.985615 

Figure 3.5: A) Semiflex thimble chamber and its acrylic build-up cap (adapted from [44]); B) Ross electron 
chamber (adapted from [44]). 

3.4.2 Standard Imag ing's QABeamChe cker Plus 

T he QABeamChecker Plus (QABC+) by Standard Imaging, Inc. is a measurement instrument for 

daily QA test ing of LINACs. This device verifies energy, constancy, symmetry and flatness of each 

beam and compares these parameters to a baseline that was initially acquired. The QABC+ consists 

of a standalone detector unit with 8 parallel plate ionization chambers, a Power / Data Cradle, and a 

PC-based software for baselining the current machine parameters, viewing data in real-t ime [45] and 

downloading previous measurements for analysis. This device accommodates two separate sides, one for 

measuring photon beams and another to measure electron beams, as seen in figure 3.6A. The photon 

side has 3.5 cm of water-equivalent buildup, while the electron side has 1.5 cm. Different energies may 

be delivered in any order . Given that the ion chambers ' charge depends on the temperature and 

pressure, correct ions are automatically made by an on-board sensor, as long as the right side (photon 

side or electron side) is facing up. 

3.4.3 GAFCHROMIC™ EBT3 Dosimetry Film 

The GAFChromic EBT3 is a film made for measuring ionizing radiation absorbed doses. This fi lm's 

dynamic range is optimized for do es ranging from 0.2 to 10 Gy. Figure 3.6B depicts the structure 

the films. The film is made up of a 26-28 µm thick active layer sandwiched between two 125 µm 

matte-polyester substrates. The polyester surface is extremely durable and allows for water immersion. 

The symmetrical polyester lamination on EBT3 gives more assurance that neither side of the fi lm will 

be affected differently by exposure or scanning. The polyester surface also has an anti-Newton Ring 

coat ing, reducing the need for repeat scanning. The active layer contains the active ingredient , as 

well as a marker dye and st abilizers. Incident radiation initiates a solid-state polymerization within 

the active layer, resulting in a characteristic dose-dependent film darkening [46] . The special marker 

dye in the active layer enables proprietary multi-channel dosimetry analysis using a proper software 

and a proper flat bed color scanner that measures the red , green and blue color components of light 

transmitted by the film. This difference in color channel response is what allows the extended dynamic 

range of the film. Some of GAFChromic EBT3's main technical features are an optimum dose range of 

dynamic dose range of 0.1 to 20 Gy and tissue-equivalency [46]. 
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3.4.4 PTW's 2D-ARRAY seven29 

The PTW 2D-ARRAY seven29, figure 3.6C, is a radiation detector that consists of an ion chamber 

array. This array incorporates 729 air-vented cubic ionization chambers uniformly arranged in a 

27 cm2 active area. The volume of each chamber is 0.125 cm3 . The 2D array's ionization chambers are 

separated by 0.5 cm, with a 1 cm center-to-center gap between two neighboring chambers. The detector 

is a pixel-segmented ionization chamber with 2D read-out , a large detection area, high homogeneity, 

and dead time-free read-out as its key features. The detector 's reference point is 0.5 cm below the 

surface of the 2D array. The measurements can be done in dose and dose rate mode. As defined by 

the manufacturer , the measurement ranges for absolute dose are 200 mGy to 1000 Gy, and for dose 

rate measurements are 500mGy/min to lOGy/min [47]. 

3.4.5 ©SunNuclear's ArcCHECK 

ArcCHECK, by ©SunNuclear , is a cylindrical poly-methacrylate phantom, as seen in figure 3.6D, 

containing a 3D detector array of 1386 n-Si diodes arranged helically with a size of 0.8 x 0.8 mm 2 

and spaced from each other from centre-to-centre by 10 mm that measure an exit and entrance dose 

during delivery [48] . These diodes are a t 3 cm depth along the long-axis of the cylindrical phantom 

under a water-equivalent build up. The helical placement of the detectors allows for a non-overlapping 

beam's eye view geometry, that reduces the shadowing and increase the effective detector density. The 

cylindrical detector geometry also allows for an isotropic det ection regardless of gantry angle. The 

ArcCheck measures each pulse and records all measurement data in 50 ms intervals. o measurement 

dose limit exist s and measurement resolution is recorded to be better than 0.2% in a low dose rate 

rotational delivery. 

Active Layer, 28 µm 

Matte Surface Clear Polyester 
Base, 125 µm 

0 
" 

... 

Figure 3.6: A)The QABC+: l )Photon side of the QABC+; 2) Electron side of the QABC+. B) Structure 
of the GAFCHROMICTM EBT3 Dosimetry Film (adapted from [36]). C) 2D-ARRAY seven29 
(adapted from [47]). D) ArcCHECK (adapted from [48]). 
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CHAPTER 

Daily QA Tests 
In this chapter a set of daily tests will be discussed. Everyday before the TrueBeam starts operating an 

amount of daily quality assurance tests are performed to assure the security of the linear accelerator 

for that day . 

4.1 MACHINE PERFORMANCE CHECK (MPC) 

The first test to be performed consists of the MPC. Some LINAC manufacturers design their own 

software based on portal images (taken with the EPID) to execute daily tests, in response to the 

extensive market need for a solution to QC automation. MPC is an integrated self-check tool developed 

by Varian Medical Systems, Inc. that can perform a parameter analysis during the daily QA process.The 

MPC, however , does not replace the need for routine QA. 

The procedure is carried out using data retrieved automatically from portal images recorded with 

or without the IsoCal phantom depending on the parameters to be investigated . Performing tests 

requires the IsoCal phantom to be firmly mounted to the couch top using a dedicated MPC phantom 

holder , figure 4.lA. The MPC software eliminates the need for manual measurements and a huge 

number of additional measuring phantoms. 

RT and radiosurgery departments have been focusing on analyzing the possibilities of employing 

MPC in their routines because of its practical character [34], [49], [50]. MPC ensures geometric 

precision and beam output compliance, for different collimator and gantry rotations, couch settings 

and collimating devices, with the previous baseline created using data from imaging portal systems 

such as kV and MV imaging systems. This happens because the MPC measures offset values from the 

baseline image and evaluates beam performance. 

A final report containing the values of QC parameters is produced once the images are acquired 

and analyzed, and the results displayed to the user for quick evaluation, as seen in figure 4.lB. The 

results indicate whether the values are within system specifications. In the acquisition workspace, 

the outcomes can be seen. To indicate whether the results are within specifications, simple icons are 

employed , figure 4.lB. A green check mark denotes a passing result ; a red check mark shows a result 

that is outside the tolerance; and an orange check mark indicates a marginal pass, which is near to 

being out of tolerance. The MPC application also includes a review workspace for in-depth study 

of current and previous MPC checks. The review workspace features an export function for further 

processing of MPC data with non-Varian applications, as well as access to all past checks. Long-term 

analysis of individual metrics is enabled via notification and trending capabilities, which can be used 

as predictive measures for possible system faults. 

The following checks are currently supported by the MPC application: beam constancy check; 

beam and geometry check; beam and geometry check (enhanced couch); enhanced MLC check. 

4.1.1 B eam constancy check 

By comparing a current MV test image to a customer-defined baseline image, the beam constancy 

check examines changes in beam properties. Beam output change, beam uniformity change and beam 

center shift are the properties assessed. In MPC, beam measurements are taken in a strictly relative 

manner. As a result , this category is only available if a baseline has been established for a certain 
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Figure 4.1: A) IsoCal mounted on the treatment couch; B) Final report of the MPC after a test. 

energy. The beam check is performed using an uncorrected , jaw-collimated , symmetric (18 x 18 cm2 ) 

beam image. Between the baselines and the check's respective beam image, a ratio image is calculated. 

The beam characteristics output and uniformity change are evaluated on an inner area of the field 

(13.3 xl3.3cm2 at the isocenter) , to decrease the impact of jaw location. 

The average percentage change in detector response in the imager's central area is referred to as 

output change. Because the EPID delivers a consistent output throughout time, its value is mostly 

influenced by variations in the beam. This assessment is not intended to be a dosimetric measurement 

of the beam, it 's a constancy check. 

Uniformity change evaluates the percentage change in detector response in the imager 's (EPID) 

core area. It records the worst-case scenario , the difference between the lowest and maximum ratio 

of the two imager pixels. This number can signal changes in the target and filter systems, as well as 

beam steering. This is not a test of the beam's symmetry nor flatness, it is just a measure of beam 

shape consistency. 

The relative movement of the field center, defined by a jaw-collimated field , with respect to the 

baseline is described by the beam center shift . The field center is determined by looking for jaw borders 

in the beam image. This shift represents a total value for the beam steering system, collimation, and 

MV imaging system precision. 

This beam constancy is tested for all photon and electron energies. 

4.1.2 Beam and geometry check 

The beam and geometry check consists of two distinct groups of tests. The beam check part consists of 

the tests described in section 4.1.1, but only for the 6 MV photon energy, since this is the energy used 

in the geometry check tests. The geometry check evaluates the po itioning accuracy of the various 

mechanical axes of the TB system. It evaluates the following values to monitor the mechanical features 

of the treatment system: treatment isocenter size; coincidence of treatment and imaging isocenter; 

positioning accuracy of kV and MV imaging systems; accuracy of collimator and gantry rotation angle; 

positioning accuracy of jaws and inner MLC leaves; positioning reproducibility of inner MLC leaves; 

couch positioning accuracy. 

4.1. 2.1 Isocenter 

The posit ion and size of the treatment isocenter are significant features of a RT machine. In MPC, the 

isocenter is calculated using the IsoCal phantom, which is placed in the beam during the inspection. 

Over the course of a full gantry rotation, the isocenter is defined as the ideal junction point of the 

beam's central axis . The center of rotation of the highest priority collimating device, the MLC, defines 

the central beam axis in MPC. The treatment isocenter is determined using acquisitions on eight 
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representative gantry angles from O t o 315°, in equally spaced intervals. The size of t he t reatment 

isocenter is defined as the maximum distance of a beam 's central axis under gant ry rotation from the 

idealized isocenter. The offset of the t reatment isocenter projection with the imager center is a key 

feature of the MV and kV imager systems. The imager projection offset is t he maximum distance 

between the imager center and the t reatment isocenter projection. It's a measure for how accurate the 

IsoCal calibration is. A low value is crit ical for CBCT image quality as well as for matching. Figure 4.3 

shows a graph, made on MATLAB, of the isocenter size throughout t ime. 

4.1. 2.2 Collimation 

Static field evaluations at gant ry position 0° are used to determine the collimation system's posit ioning 

accuracy and the center of rotation (i.e. the beam central axis), with no IsoCal in beam path. The 

collimating devices' position is determined by t he point perpendicular to t he edge with the highest 

gradient , by taking pictures every 45° through the collimator range of motion. 

A static combination pattern with alternating leaves is used to calculate the posit ioning accuracy 

of each MLC leaf. The dist ance between the leaf t ip and t he center line of the MLC is measured. 

This center line is the perpendicular t o t he edges of the leaves line that passes t hrough the MLCs 

center of rotation. The same procedure is used to determine reproducibility values, but the MLC 

leaves approach the same nominal location from opposite sides. The repeatability is defined as t he 

absolute difference between the two measured posit ions. During t he geometry check t he measured 

leaves are leaf number 2 to 59, out of 60 leaves per MLC bank. Each bank is assessed for its average 

and maximum offset . Not all leaves are visible in t he field due to the Source to Imager Distance (SID) 

equal to 150 cm used for the Beam and Geometry check, and hence cannot be evaluated. 

On a symmetric 18 x 18 cm2 area, jaw edges are recognized. T he distance between the jaw edges 

and the MLC's center of rotation is used to calculate the jaws' offset. 

At gant ry posit ion 0°, an MLC combination pattern is also acquired for five collimator rotation 

angles, figure 4.2. T he highest difference of the nominal versus the real collimator rotation angle visible 

through the edges of t he MLC leaves is used to calculate the rotation offset. 

MV MV MV MV ~•v 
GJntry O • G.1ntry O • G.1ntr,· 0 • G.1rtry O' G.intr, 0 • 

(oll1m,1tor •JlO • CollimJtor •-1':i • C ollim.1tor • ~ • (01!1mJtor •30)' C ollimJtor • )bO • 

II II --Figure 4.2: MLC leaves set in a comb pattern in five different collimator angles. 

4- 1. 2.3 Gantry 

The MPC beam and geometry check analyzes two features of the gantry posit ioning system of the 

machine. 

The coincidence of t he couch 's vert ical axis wit h t he central beam axis at gantry 0° is termed 

as absolute posit ioning precision . MP C considers any lateral or longitudinal shift of the IsoCal wit h 

regard to the beam and the t reatment isocenter as the absolute gant ry angle posit ioning error when 

moving along the vert ical couch axis. 

The IsoCal is used to evaluate the gantry angle as defined by the MV imaging system. T he 

maximum offset between the angle calculated by the MV imaging system and the nominal gantry angle 

is the relative posit ioning accuracy of t he gantry. For eight representative gant ry angles from O to 

315°, in equally spaced intervals, the values are compared. 
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Figure 4.3: Isocenter size throughout time. 

4- 1. 2.4 Couch 

MPC assesses the positioning precision of the couch axes in relation to a reference location. The 

real travel range of the couch axes is established by moving all accessible couch axes to various 

positions with the IsoCal in the beam path. On a 5 cm travel range, the lateral movement describes 

the placement precision of the lateral couch axis (positive direction, to the right). The longitudinal 

movement describes the longitudinal couch axis positioning accuracy throughout a 5 cm travel range 

(negative direction, away from gantry). On a 15 cm travel range, the vert ical movement describes the 

placement precision of the vertical couch axis (positive direction, upward). The patient support angle's 

positioning precision over a 10° travel range is described by the rotation movement (positive direction, 

view source to couch). The pitch and roll axes of the couch are measured in isocentric coordinates. As 

a result , the mechanical travel ranges of the other axes will differ from the numbers listed above. The 

pitch axis is rotated by the mechanical maximum of 3° (positive direction, rear end of couch lowering). 

The roll axis is rotated by the mechanical maximum of 3° (negative direction, view towards gantry). 

The location of t he treatment isocenter differs from the location of the couch's center of rotation, which 

is determined by motion on all available rotational axes. The offset of this center of rotation from the 

treatment isocenter is known as the rotation-induced couch shift. 

4.1.3 Enhanced Couch 

Additional couch measurements are taken when the Enhanced Couch Option is selected for the Beam 

and Geometry Check: Couch positioning accuracy on an extended set of positions of up to 180° 

rotational range. The offset of each axis is t ested on several couch positions, as opposed to normal 

couch measurements. As a result , each axis' offsets are reported as maximum absolute offsets. 

4.1.4 Enhanced MLC 

The enhanced MLC check keeps track of theMLC 's mechanical characteristics. When compared to 

the geometry check , it provides more coverage on MLC parameters. The following values are t ested: 

positioning accuracy of all MLC leaves; positioning reproducibility of all MLC leaves; MLC leaf side 

offset. In comparison to the beam and geometry check, the enhanced MLC check acquires images at a 

SID of 100 cm imager position and a collimator angle that assures that a ll leaf positions, regardless 

of MLC and imager type, may be examined. A static combination pattern, similar to the beam and 

geometry check, is used to assess positioning accuracy. A static, symmetric combint ion pattern is used 

to calculate the mean leaf side offset , which is the offset mean of all extended leaf sides. The MLC's 

center of rotation serves as the reference. 
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4.2 DAILY QABEAMCHECKER PLUS TEST 

The second test to be performed on a daily basis consists of the QABC+. This equipment assists in 

verifying that parameters such as the constancy, symmetry and flatness of the beam are time invariant. 

Although the constancy changes of the beam for all energies are already measured in the MPC, this is 

another way of verifying such changes with it being a completely independent software and equipment 

from the TB system. In daily use for LINACs, the QABC+ is simply placed on the treatment couch, 

with photon side or electron side up depending on what will be measured , a field size of 20x20 cm2 , 

and a SSD of 100 cm. All photon and electron energies are measured daily and weekly, respectively. 

The QABC+ uses the energy of the beam to which it was exposed, to trigger the baseline parameters 

for the specific energy. When daily measurements fall within the physicist-determined acceptable 

parameters ( designated as Action Levels), the equipment displays a green light on the front panel for 

roughly 10 s before re-arming itself for the next measurement. 

4.2.1 QABeamChecker Plus vs Machine P erformance Check 

The only parameter that can be directly compared between the MPC and the QABC+ is the constancy 

output change of the beam (for all used energies) . Figure 4.4 shows four different graphs, that were 

made using MATLAB , where the difference in constancy output of all the photon energies, during a 

seven day period, is seen for both the MPC and the QABC+. The baseline of the QABC+ was not 

obtained on the same day as the baseline of the MPC, which leads to discrepancies between both 

results. Furthermore, neither the baseline of the MPC nor the baseline of the QABC+ were taken on a 

day where the dose output change was at zero (like on a day of machine maintenance), therefore on the 

day the baselines were taken the TB already had a dose output change. Still, it can be observed that 

the shape of both curves is similar , which would be expected if both tests were conducted correctly. In 

order to be able to compare precisely both methods the baselines of these shall be taken on the same 

day and after a machine maintenance. 

4.3 2D / 2D MATCH AND COUCH SHIFT ACCURACY 

In RT, it is imperative that the clinical target volume be accurately positioned during treatment. 

Historically, a patient is positioned based on skin marks, and the treatment setup is verified with MV 

portal imaging, but as previously mentioned, in-room kV imaging is now being used in Julio Teixeira's 

radiotherapy department, and the kV imaging system shares the same isocenter as the MV treatment 

beam. 

Using a 2D/ 2D match analysis MBP, a user begins by obtaining a pair of orthogonal 2D-kV images. 

These images are matched manually, resulting in the couch being moved. This allows for the alignment 

of the kV isocenter with the machine's. The phantom is then moved to another position that is 2 cm 

away longitudinally, laterally and vertically from the starting position. A second pair of images is 

acquired , and matched manually with the first pair (which serves as a reference). The couch is moved 

to a new position, this applied deviation shall be close to 2 cm to be in accordance with the 2 cm 

displacement of the phantom, and a new pair of images is acquired. This pair is matched with the 

second pair taken , and the necessary movement of the couch recorded. This final movement should 

ideally be O cm, as the phantom did not move between the second and third pairs of images, meaning 

that whatever movement is recorded must be below the tolerance threshold of the test (2 mm according 

to RP-162 [8]) . This tests the couch shift accuracy [51]- [53]. 
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Figure 4 .4: Constancy output change during a seven day period for both the MPC and QABC+ for A) 6 
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CHAPTER 

Quality Control Tests 
In this chapter the criteria, suggested by RP-162 {8/, for acceptability of medical radiological equipment 

used in radiotherapy (in our case the TrueB eam), will be discussed. Furthermore, some other more 

complex tests that are not in the RP-162 list {8/ will also be included, since RP-162 {8/ list only offers 

us the most basic and important physical parameters to be checked. 

The aim of this chapter is to include a list of performance parameters for linear accelerators, as well as 

their tolerances, according to RP-162 {8/. The need for precision in radiotherapy, as well as knowledge 

of what can be reliably done with linear accelerators, are reflected in these practical performance 

tolerances . The tolerances presented must be used as suspension levels at which the equipment must be 

removed from service and investigation must be initiated. Acceptability criteria will be applicable to 

equipment at different points during its life cycle . The tolerance values in this chapter were derived 

primarily from international and national standards (category type A) and augmented with formal 

guidelines from scientific, medical, and professional organizations (category type B). 

The clinical protocol that contains all the tests, their tolerance levels, their frequency and the 

instructions can be seen in the following link: https: //drive. google. com/drive/folders/ 

1 czcQn9Jnxa LK2970sppUkqgi t4-Dv0JTA? usp= sharing 

5 .1 DOSE CALIBRATIO N CURVE 

Before performing the physical parameters tests it is necessary to create a dose calibration curve of 

EBT3 films for every photon energy. This calibration curve is needed because some of the software (like 

RIT113 and MATLAB) used to analyse certain tests performed on EBT3 films require the conversion 

of the Optical Density (OD) into the dose that was deposited in such film . In order to do this, a CT 

scan of 20 cm of RW3 Slabs with the EBT3 film was taken. A plan was then executed , consisting of 

irradiating the films twelve different t imes. Each irradiation given to the films builds up on the dose, 

ending up with twelve different dose regions (P0-Pll), table 5.1. The film is then scanned and a dose 

calibration curve was made for the RIT113 software and for MATLAB, by taking the OD of the central 

Region of Interest (ROI) of each square and as ociating a dose to each of them. By executing this 

process the softwares will now be able to associate any OD value seen in scanned films to a certain 

dose irradiated. 

Table 5.1: Doses that were given to each square of the film. 

PO Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 PS P9 PlO Pll 

Dose (Gy) 0.26 0.508 1.1 23 1.823 2.540 3.491 5.347 6.977 9.579 12.475 12.212 17.754 

5. 2 ISO CENTER 

Owing to the mechanical limitations of the LIN AC, the isocenter shifts in space as the gantry, treatment 

t able and collimator rota te. These drawbacks include gantry excursions during rotation due to its 

unbalanced weight, which causes the gantry arm to bend or twist, and irregularities that are primarily 

caused by the movement control precision bearing system. For this reason, during rotations, the 

geometric location of the isocenter is typically believed to be within a virtual spherical volume. The 
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Table 5.2: List of t he physical parameters to be t ested, t heir tolerance values, t he category type and t he 
clinical document t hat contains t he detailed test instructions. 

P hysical Parameter Suspension Level Type Frequency Test Instruction 
1 I sa center 

1.1 Mechanical isocenter > 2 mm B D/ A IT 1.1/ 1.5 
1.2 Maximum displacement of radiation beam axis from isocenter 2mm A D/ A IT 1.1/ 1.7 
1.3 Indication of the isocenter > 2 mm A D/ A IT 1.2/ 1.10 
2 Indication o f t h e radiat ion b ean1 axis 

2.1 On entry > 2 mm A A IT 1.11 
2.2 On exit > 3 mm A A IT 1.11 
3 Indication o f distan ce a long t h e radiation beam axis 

3.1 Maximum difference for isocentric equipment > 2 mm A D/ A IT 1.1/ 1.3/ 1.8 
4 Zero pos ition of rotat iona l scales 

4.1 Gant ry rotation > 0.5° A D/ A IT 1.1/ 1.9 
4.2 Rotation of beam limiting system > 0.5° A D/ A IT 1.1/ 1.9 
4.3 Isocent r ic rotation of the patiente s upoort > 0.5° A D/ A IT 1.1/ 1.9 
4.4 Table top pitch and roll > 0.5° A D/ A IT 1.1/ 1.9 
4.5 Accuracy of rotat ion scales > 0.5° B A IT 1.9 
5 Indication of radia tion fi e lds 

5.1 X -mdialion 
5. 1.1 Light field indication > 2 llllll or 1 % A 4M IT 1.6 

5.1.1.1 Maximum distance between t he centers of radiation and light fields > 2 mm A D/ 4M IT 1.1/ 1.6 
5.1.1.2 Maximum distance between t he centers of radiation and light fields for :MLCs > 2 mm A D/ 4M IT 1.1/ 1.6 
5. 1.2 Numerical field indication for the collimator > 3 1mn or 1.5 % A D/ 4M IT 1.2/ 1.12 
5. 1.3 Numerical field indication for MLCs > 3 1mn or 1.5 % A A IT 1.12 
5. 1.4 Reproducibility > 2 mm A D/ 4M IT 1.1/ 1.12 
5.2 Geometrv of adjustable Beam Limiting Devices 

5.2.1 Maximum angular deviation from parallelity of opposing edges > 0.5° A A IT 1.6 
5.2.2 Maximum angular deviation from orthogonality of adjacent edges > 0.5° A A IT 1.6 
5.2.3 Maximum displacement of the radiation field from sy1mnetry when rotating t he BLD > 2 mm A A IT 1.6 

6 C ongruen ce of opposed radiat ion fie lds > 1 mm A A IT 1.13 
7 Movem e nts o f p at ie nt s up port 

7.1 Vertical movements > 2 mm A A IT 1.14 
7.2 Longitudinal and lateral movements > 0.5° B A IT 1.14 
7.3 lsocent ric rotat ion axis > 2 mm A A IT 1.14 
7.4 Longitudinal rigidity > 5 mm A A IT 1.14 
7.5 Lateral rigidity > 5 mm A A IT 1.14 
8 E lectronic imaging d evices 

8.1 Minimum s patial resolu tion 0.6 lp/ 1mn A A IT 1.15 
8.2 Low-contrast sensitivi ty ::; 12 circles A A IT 1.15 
8.3 Scanning linearity not pass A A IT 1.15 
9 D ose m o ni t oring system 

9.1 Reproducibility >0.5% A A IT 1.16 
9.2 Proport ionality > 2% A A IT 1.16 
9.3 Stability throughout the day > 2% A A IT 1.17 
9.4 Calibration check > 2% A M IT 1.18 
10 D ept h d ose cha r acteristics 

10.1 X-radiation 
10.1.l Depth dose > 2% B 4M IT 1.4 
10.1.2 P enetrati ve quality > 3% or 3 mm A 3M IT 1.4 
10.2 Electron radiation 

10.2.1 Depth of dose maximum > lmm A 4M IT 1.4 
10.2.2 P enetrati ve quality > 3% or 2 m1n A 4M IT 1.4 
10.2.3 Ratio of practical range to a depth 80% of maxi mum absorbed dose > 1.6 A 4M IT 1.4 

11 U nifo rmi ty of radiat io n fie lds 
11.l X-radiation 

11.1.1 Flatness of square X-ray fields > l.06 A D/ 4M IT 1.2/ IT 1.4 
11.1.2 Symmetry of square X-ray fields > l.03 A D/ 4M IT 1.2/ 1.4 
11.1.3 Maximum rat io of absorbed dose > l.07 A 4M IT 1.4 
11.2 Wedge fields 

11.2.1 Maxim111n deviation of wedge factor 2% A A IT 1.20 
11.2.2 Maximum deviation of wedge a ngle 2° A A IT 1.19 
11.3 JMRT A A IT l.21/ 1.22 
11.4 Electron radiation 

11.4.1 F latness of electron fields > lOmm A D/ 4M IT 1.2/ 1.4 
11.4.2 Symmetry of electron fields > l.05 A D/ 4M IT 1.2/ 1.4 
11.4.3 Maximum rat io of absorbed dose > l.09 A 4M IT 1.4 

isocenter is therefore defined as the centre of the smallest sphere, that shouldn't be greater than 2 mm 

in diameter, that contains the axes of rotation of these components . For these reasons, the physical 

parameters in the Isocenter section (section 1, table 5.2) must be the first ones to be checked, since a 

good functioning of any LIN AC depends on the accuracy of the isocenter. 

Start ing by testing the mechanical isocenter (test 1.1, table 5. 2), three different tests were executed. 

The mechanical isocenters of the collimator and the treatment couch were checked by raising the couch 

to the height of the 100 cm front pointer. The collimator was t hen rotated t hrough different angles 

(0°-315°) and the t ip of the point er was outlined for several angles, as seen in figure 5. l A. The same 

procedure was done to check the mechanical isocenter of the couch, by rotating the couch instead of 
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the collimator, figure 5.lB. In order to check the mechanical isocenter of the gantry, the !so-Align 

containing the !so-Point , was placed at isocenter. The gantry was rotated through several angles 

(0°-315°), figure 5.lC and pictures of both pointers are taken throughout all angles of rotation of the 

gantry for posterior analyses. 

In order to analyse the mechanical isocenter of both the collimator and the couch, one can look 

at the delineations and check to see if all of them are within a 2 mm diameter sphere. In order to 

analyse the mechanical isocenter of the gantry, the photos taken during the test were analysed using 

the Paint software. By knowing that both the front pointer and the !so-Point have a 2 mm diameter 

it is possible to convert pixels into distances and to discover how deviated the gantry front pointer, 

appears from the !so-Point located statically at isocenter. These deviations can be seen in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Deviation between the front pointer and the Iso-Point for various angles of gantry rotation. 

0 ° 45° 90° 180° 270° 315° 

Deviation (mm) 0. 30 0.30 0.64 0. 88 0.44 0.24 

The maximum displacement of radiation beam axis from isocenter (test 1.2, table 5.2) checks if the 

displacement of the radiation beam axis from the mechanical isocenter is within the tolerance levels. 

The light field was reduced to the smallest possible distance on the X-direction and the largest on 

the Y-direction and the !so-Align, placed at a SSD of 100 cm, containing an EBT3 film inside, was 

irradiated. This irradiation was repeat ed for different collimator angles of (30°-330°) and the entire 

process was repeated for the couch and the gantry. The resulting image is called a starshot, where 

multiple lines intersect at one point , which is the radiation isocenter. The film was then analyzed using 

the RIT113 software, figure 5.lD. This software obtains the center of each beam and determines the 

points where these beams intersect. From these points , it then provides the user with the minimum 

tangent circle radius, according to the TG142 [54]. The minimum tangent circle radius obtained were 

0.07mm, 0.12mm and 0.05mm for the collimator, couch and gantry, respectively. 

Lastly, the indication of the isocenter (test 1.3, table 5.2) was checked. This parameter determines 

if the deviation between the room lasers, the ODI and the actual radiation isocenter is within tolerance 

levels. The ODI is checked by raising the couch to the 100 cm front pointer and registering the pointer 's 

position. The pointer is removed, the SSD is turned on and the deviation between the position of 

the pointer and the 100 cm line is measured . The same procedure is done for a pointer of 110 cm and 

80 cm. For all three pointers , the displacement was O cm. The room lasers are checked by placing a 

RW3 solid water slab, that contains lines for alignment, at a SSD of 100 cm aligned with the crosshairs. 

The room lasers are turned on and the deviation checked. A deviation of 1 mm between the cross hairs 

and the sagittal laser was found and because this shift is bigger than the tolerance, alignment of the 

room lasers was required. 

The physical parameters tested under the isocenter were within the tolerance levels. 

5.3 I NDICATION OF THE RADIATION BEAM AXIS 

LINACs show the area that will be irradiated using light fields and cross hairs that indicate the 

center of the radiation field. The on entry test (test 2.1 , table 5.2) , will test the congruence between 

the projected cross hairs and the radiation isocenter. This was t ested by raising the couch to the 

100 cm pointer and by delineating the center of the cross hairs for several angles (0°-315°). This test 

was performed for two different light field sizes, 10 xl0cm2 and 20 x20cm2 . This test requires that 

the congruence between the mechanical and radiation isocenter has been confirmed. If so, we can 
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Fig ure 5 .1 : A) Mechanical isocenter of the collimator; B) Mechanical isocenter of the t reatment couch; C) 
The 45° rotation of the gantry for the mechanical isocenter test with the Iso-Point at isocenter; 
D) The collimator starshot analysis using RITl 13 software. 

compare the cross hairs with the mechanical isocenter of the collimator. For both light fields all of the 

delineations of the cross hairs are inside a 2 mm diameter. 

The TB also has on exit lasers . The objective of these lasers is to serve as sensors so that no 

colisions during treatment happen. The on exit test (test 2.2, table 5.2), checks the congruence between 

the exit lasers and the radiation isocenter. This t est can only be performed if the 1.1 , 1.3 and 2.1 

(table 5.2) physical parameters were checked. The deviation between the 100 cm front pointer and the 

exit lasers was checked with the help of a graph paper. This deviation was equal to 1 mm. 

The physical paramet ers tested under the indication of t he radiation beam axis were within the 

tolerance levels . 

5. 4 I NDICATIO N OF DISTANCE ALONG T HE RADIATION BEAM AXIS 

Most LINACs have t he ability to display the distance of the couch from a reference point (the isocenter) 

along the radiation beam axis. Therefore, it is important that the real displacement of the couch is 

verified in the monitor once it is used for patient placement. A test to check the maximum difference 

for isocentric equipment (test 3.1, table 5.2) was conducted for the vertical, lateral and longit udinal 

axi of the couch. The couch was raised to the 100 cm front pointer , where it should theoretically 

read zero , and the displayed value was compared with such zero for t he vert ical displacement. The 

difference between them was 0.01 cm. This was then repeated for a pointer of 80 cm and 110 cm, that 

showed a difference of 0.02 cm and 0.01 cm, respectively. In order to check t he lateral displacement , 

the lateral axis was placed a t zero, and the cross hairs of a light field where delineated. The t reatment 

couch was then moved , in the lateral axi , by a well defined distance and the cro s hairs were once 

again delineated . The couch was moved 1 cm , 5 cm and 15 cm. With a calibrated ruler , t he distance 

between the zero position and the other posit ions was measured and compared with the displayed 

distance. No difference was observed for all couch displacements. Lastly, to check for the longitudinal 

axis the same procedure as the one used to check the lateral axis was done. This axis also showed no 

difference between the displayed reading and the real distance travelled. 

The physical parameters tested under the indication of distance along the radiation beam axis were 

within the tolerance levels. 

5 .5 Z ERO POSITIO N OF ROTATIONAL SCALES 

For rotary-mounted gantries, the degrees of rotation for the various axis of rotation are also displayed 

and these should be the same as the real rotation values. 
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The gantry rotation (test 4.1, table 5.2) , was tested by placing the gantry at various angles (0°-270°) 

and the angulation of the gantry's treatment head was measured, figure 5.2A. The measured values 

were compared with the displayed ones and all of the deviations presented themselves between 0.1 ° 

and 0.3°. 

Figure 5.2: Test of A) The angle of rotation of the gantry for 0°; B) The rotation angle of the collimator for 
0°; C) The isocentric rotation of the treatment couch for 0°; D) The pitch of the treatment couch 
for 0°; E) The roll of the couch for 0°. 

The rotation of the beam limiting device (test 4.2, table 5.2), t est s the rotation angle of the 

collimator. This was t ested by placing the gantry at 90°, and the collimator and couch's pitch at 0°. 

Using a digital spirit level, the real couch's pitch is measured. The coincidence between the projection 

of the light field and the projection of the couch's top, figure 5.2, gives us the rotation of the collimator 

since this is equal to the the couch 's pitch previously measured. The couch 's pitch read 0.1 °, meaning 

that the rotation scale of the collimator deviates in 0.1 ° to the values displayed. 

The isocentric rotation of the patient support (test 4.3, table 5.2), tests the isocentric rotation of 

the couch. This was tested by placing the gantry, the collimator and the couch 's rotation at 0°. The 

light field and the table's edge were projected and with a calibrated ruler, the distance between these 

projections was measured in various places, figure 5.2C. If the distance along the projections is always 

the same, the rotation of the couch is the same as the rotation of the collimator. The distance was 

always the same, therefore the rotation of the couch is the same as the rotation of the collimator (0.1 °). 

The table top pitch and roll (test 4.4, table 5.2), was tested by placing the treatment couch's pitch 

and roll at 0° and by measuring them with a digital spirit level, figure 5.2D and E. The values read on 

the spirit level were compared with the values displayed and the discrepancy between the two values 

was 0.1 ° and 0.2° for the pitch and the roll, respectively. 

The accuracy of rotation scales (test 4.5, table 5.2) , tests the accordance of the minimum rotation 

angles with the resolution threshold imposed by the IPEM-1999 [55]. This was tested by placing the 

gantry, the collimator , the couch 's rotation, the pitch and the roll at 0° and checking the minimum 

rotation angle that can be achieved for each. This result was 1 ° for the gantry and 0.1 ° for all the 

others, which is in accordance. 

The physical parameters tested under the zero position of rotational scales were within the tolerance 

levels. 

5.6 I NDICATION OF RADIATION FIELDS 

5.6.1 X-radiation 

Given that one cannot directly observe the X-ray fields, the indicators used to guide the beam, both 

the numerical and the light field , must be properly calibrated. 

The Light field indication (test 5.1.1 , table 5.2), has the intent to test if the size of the light fi eld 

corresponds with the size of the radiation field. To test this parameter , the !so-Align, with an EBT3 

film placed inside, was horizontally set on the couch (SSD= l00 cm) and aligned with the room lasers. 
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The phantom was irradiated two different times ( one with the collimator limiting the radiation field 

and the other with the MLC) with a 15 x 15 cm2 field). The films were analyzed with the RIT113 

software, figure 5.3A and B. The software is given the expected radiation field size, and the isocenter is 

obtained from the phantom's marking. From the center, the software then determines the Full Width 

at Half Maximum (FWHM) from the OD of the film. The FWHM then provides the real position 

of the radiation field , as the beam edge is defined as the line of 50%-of-central-axis dose, which is 

a close match to the 50%-of-central-axis OD of film , as stated in TG45 [56]. The results are then 

compared to the light field indicator to determine the misalignment. The misalignment 's obtained 

were between 0.74%-1.0% and 0.04%-1.0% for all sides of the field limited by the collimator and the 

MLC, respectively. 

The maximum distance between the centers of radiation and light fields for collimators and MLCs 

(test 5.1.1.1 and 5.1.1.2, table 5.2), tests the distance between the edges of the collimator, and the 

MLC, and the radiation center. This test relies on the position of the X and Y-centroids for the 

radiation field , as given by the RIT113 software while testing the previous physical parameter. With 

the help of the ROI in the RIT113 software, the X and Y coordinates of the central phantoms' mark 

of the !so-Align are obtained. This mark serves as the center of the cross hairs of the light field , since 

the !so-Align was aligned trough them. The misalignment 's of the light and radiation field centroid 

coordinates, for the collimator and the MLC, can be seen in table 5.4. 

Table 5.4: Misalignment's of the light and radiation field centroid coordinates. 

X light fie ld X rad fie ld X difference Y light field Y rad field Y difference 
(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) 

Collimator 8.81 8.85 0.04 8 .68 8.72 0.04 

MLC 9.75 9.80 0.05 10.37 10.44 0.07 

The numerical field indication for the collimator and MLCs (test 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, table 5.2) , have 

the intent to t est if the size of the light field displayed is actually the real size of the light field that 

is produced by the collimator and by the MLC. The projections of a 5 x5, 10 x 10 and 15 x 15 cm2 

light fields (SSD=lO0 cm) were delineated and their sizes were measured with a calibrated ruler , and 

compared to the sizes displayed. The fields limited by the collimator and the MLC, both demonstrated 

deviations between 0 and 1 mm. 

The reproducibility (test 5.1.4, table 5.2), checks the reproducibily of the light field size delimited by 

the collimator. Four different projections of a 5 x5, 10 x 10 and 15 x 15 cm2 light fields (SSD= lO0 cm) 

were delineated and their sizes were measured with a calibrated ruler. The differences between the four 

measurements (for each field size) were then compared and the maximum difference was quantified. 

These differences were 1mm for the 5 x5and 10 x l0 cm2 fields and 0mm for the 15 x l5 cm2 field. 

5.6.2 Geometry of adjustable B eam Lim it ing D evices 

Rectangular radiation fields are defined by the collimator, which in this case acts as the Beam Limiting 

Device (BLD). Other BLDs include the MLC, but in this section (section 5.2, table 5.2) only the 

collimator is tested. 

The maximum angular deviation from parallelity of opposing edges and maximum angular deviation 

from orthogonality of adjacent edges (tests 5.2.l and 5.2.2, table 5.2) are important to check since the 

collimator acts asymmetrically, meaning the four independent collimator jaws may not be congruent 

with each other , and the resulting field may not form a regular rectangular shape. These values came 

from the analysis of the light field (test 5.1.1). The top to left , and the bottom to right , field edge 

orthogonality is 89.8525° and 89.9999°, respectively. These values have a difference of 0.1475° and 

0.0001 ° from the theoretical 90°, respectively. 
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The maximum displacement of the radiation field from symmetry when rotating the BLD (test 5.2.3, 

table 5.2), is important because the four collimator jaws are independent of each other, therefore it is 

key to make sure that the field keeps a regular rectangular shape while the collimator is being rotated. 

For different angles of the collimator, (0°-315°) , a 5 x5cm2 light field was delineated (SSD = lO0 cm) 

and with a calibrated ruler the size of the fields were checked. All of the light fields demonstrated no 

differences thought the rotation of all angles. 

The physical paramet ers tested under t he indication of radiation fields were within the tolerance 

levels. 

5. 7 CONGRUENCE OF OPPOSED RADIATION FIELDS 

Assuming that the light and radiation fields remain coincident , alignment issues may arise in multiple 

field treatments using varied gantry or collimator angles, rather than on individual fields [57]. The 

collimator jaws are symmetric about their axis of rotation when the alignment is correct, and the beam 

impinges on the target along the collimator rotational axis, which intersects the gantry rotational axis. 

The split-field test was conducted in order to test the congruence of opposed radiation fields (section 6, 

table 5.2). It entails double-exposing EPID at the isocenter for two gantry positions 180° apart with 

half a square radiation field. Figure 5.3 shows the results of the split-field test. A longitudinal shift 

between the opposed radiation fields can be observed. This longitudinal shift is most likely due to 

a flexing of the treatment heads' support [57]. This longitudinal shift has a length of 0.1 cm, being, 

therefore, within tolerance levels. 
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Figure 5.3: RIT113 analysis of the congruence of the light fields and radiation fields for the A) collimator; 

and B) MLC. C) Slit-field test; D) A longitudinal shift between the field can be due to a flexing 
head support (adapted from [57]). 

5.8 MOVEMENTS OF PATIENT SUPPORT 

For treatment couches, t here is a limitation on the weight that can be safely supported. For the TB, 

the manufacturer has documented that the weight on the couch should not exceed 200 kg. Patients 

with weights approaching this value may occasionally require treatment and it may create sag on t he 

couch. 

The vertical movements (test 7.1, table 5.2), intends to study t he lateral shift of the table, under 

load, when it moves up . With the longitudinal axis of the couch extended to the maximum, the cross 

hairs were delineated for a SSD= l00 cm and a SSD= l 30 cm and the shift between these was measured. 

This process was repeated for the couch under the load of 70 kg, figure 5.4A. The shift measured was 

0 mm for both setups. 

The longitudinal and la teral movements (test 7.2, table 5.2) , intends to study the t ilt of the 

treatment couch under load when the couch is fully extended in the longitudinal and lateral axis. In 

order to do this, the pitch and roll were set to 0° and the real pitch and roll were measured, first with 
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the lateral axis at zero and the longitudinal axis ext ended to the maximum and secondly with the 

lateral axis extended to the maximum as well . The pitch was 0° and the roll was 0.1 °. After that the 

treatment couch was loaded with 70 kg and the same measurements were reproduced. With the loaded 

couch the pitch and the roll were 0.2°. 

The isocentric rotation axis (test 7.3, table 5.2), studies the mechanical isocenter of the treatment 

couch under load and checks to see if this is still within tolerance levels. In order to study this, the 

treatment couch was loaded with 70 kg and the procedure done to test the mechanical isocenter ( test 

1.1) was repeated. 

The longitudinal and lateral rigidity (test 7.4 and 7.5 , table 5.2) , study the vertical change (i.e. the 

sag) of the couch, in the longitudinal and lateral axis, when under load. 

The treatment couch was loaded with 70 kg and pushed back to the maximum on both the 

longitudinal and lateral axis (in order to have support underneath it). A ruler was placed on the edge 

and another calibrated ruler was used to measure the difference between the first ruler and the top of 

the couch. This first sag measurement was of 1 mm. After the couch was extended to the maximum 

on both the longitudinal and lateral axis (one axis at a time) , in order to not have support underneath 

it , the difference was once again measured. These differences were now of 2 mm for the longitudinal 

axis and 1 mm for the lateral axis. 

The physical parameters tested under the movements of patient support were within the tolerance 

levels. 

5.9 ELECTRO NIC IMAGING DEVICES 

It is important to check the imaging performance of conventional real-time projection X-ray imaging 

systems in order to indicate any deterioration in imaging performance. 

The minimum spatial resolution and scanning linearity (test 8. 1 and 8.3, table 5.2), study the 

resolution limit , that is a simple indicator of the sharpness of the system and the scanning linearity, 

respectively. A kV image was taken of the TOR 18FG phantom, figure 5.4B and C. The groups where 

the bar and spaces are all visible were noted. It was possible to see until 0.9 line pairs per mm 

(lp/ mm). The circular rim of the phantom also appeared to be perfectly circular. 

The low-contrast sensitivity (test 8.2, table 5.2) , studies the ability of an X-ray system to image 

low-contrast details . A kV image of the phantom was now taken with the cooper filter. The test 

consist ed of det ermining which di c lies at the threshold of visibility from the 18 circular discs that 

form a series of gradually decreasing contrasts. In total, 17 discs were counted (figure 5.4D). 

The physical parameters tested under the electronic imaging devices were within the tolerance 

levels. 

Figure 5.4: A) Treatment couch under 70 kg load; B) Setup of the TOR 18FG phantom; C) KV image of the 
TOR 18FG phantom without the copper fil ter; D) KV image of the TOR 18FG phantom with 
the copper filter. 
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5.10 DOSE MONITORING SYSTEM 

Monitoring the dose that each patient receives is vital to ensure that a proper treatment takes place. 

Because of that , it is important to make sure that the TB produces consistent doses of radiation and 

that those doses are in accordance with the values that the TPS calculates. 

The reproducibility (test 9.1 , table 5.2), tests the reproducibility of the dose irradiated by the TB, 

for both X-ray and electrons. The reproducibility is given by equation (5. 1): 

S = l~O [t (R - Ri)2
] ½ (%), 

R n - 1 i=l 
(5. 1) 

where~ is the ratio between the given value of MUs and the absorbed dose of the i th measurement, 

R is the mean of those ratios, R = ¼ I:;~=l Ri, and n is the number of measurements taken. 

To test this parameter for X-rays and electrons, the water thank system was used (figure 2.6A set 

up) along side with the 0.125cm3 chamber (for photons) and the Roos chamber (for electrons) , and 

the reference conditions for absorbed dose as described by IAEA TRS398 [30]. For each photon and 

electron energy, ten different irradiations of 100 MU each were conducted for different dose rate values. 

For the 6 and 15 MV and for the 6, 12 and 20 MeV energies, the dose rates used were 300 and 600 

MU/ min. For the 6FFF MV, the dose rates were 400 and 1400 MU/ min. For lOFFF MV, the dose 

rates were 400 and 2400 MU / min. In table 5.5, the values, in percentage, of the reproducibility for the 

6FFF MV and 6 MeV beams can be seen. 

Table 5.5: Reproducibility results, in percentage, for the 6FFF MV beam and the 6 MeV. 

s (%) 

6FFF (MV) 

6 (MeV) 

300 (MU/ min) 400 (MU/ min 600 (MU/ min 

0.08 

0.03 0.04 

1400 (MU/ min 

0.04 

The proportionality (test 9.2, table 5.2), tests the proportionality of the dose irradiated by the TB, 

for both X-ray and electrons. The relationship between the values of MUs and the absorbed dose shall 

be linear and of the form (5.2): 

D=S.U, (5.2) 

where D is the absorbed dose , S is the proportionality factor and U is the value of the MUs. 

To test this parameter for X-rays and electrons, the same setup used to test the previous parameter 

is al o used here. For each photon and electron energy, three different irradiations from a range of 

MUs (5 to 600 MU) each were conducted for different dose rate values (the same ones has the previous 

paramet er). The difference ((Dosecal - Dosemeas)/Dosecal) , in percentage, between the measured 

dose and the calculated dose using equation (5.2) shall be smaller than the tolerance level. For all of 

the photon energies and electron energies the r2 of the linear regressions , figure 5.5, is equal to one 

(for all dose rates measured) , which means that no differences were observed. 

The stability throughout the day (test 9.3, table 5.2) , tests the beam stability throughout the day, 

for both X-ray and electrons. The maximum difference (( Ri ,lh - Ri,ih)/Ri,lh), in percentage, between 

Ri ratios (for five measurements of 500 MU each) is stated from measurements made immediately 

following the TB having reached the ready state after an extended period in the stand-by state (first 

hour) , and following a period of 6 h of successive cycles, table 5.6. During the test, corrections for 

changes of t emperature and pressure are applied. This was tested for all the photon and electron 

energies (6, 15 , 6FFF and l0FFF MV and 6, 12 and 20 MeV) with a dose rate of 600 MU / min using 

the same setup to test the previous parameters. 
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Figure 5.5: Regression line for the proportionality of A) t he 6FFF beam for 400 MU / min; and B) the 12 
MeV beam for 300 MU / min. 

Table 5.6: Stability throughout the day for the 6FFF MV and 20 MeV energies. 

Difference (%) lh 2h 3h 4h 5h 6h 

6FFF (MV) 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.11 0.11 

20 (MeV) 0.00 0.19 0.28 0.35 0.39 0.38 

The calibration check (test 9.4, table 5.2), studies the agreement between the real measured value 

of dose and the calculated value of dose from the TPS for photons. In order to test this , a plan 

was created using a CT scan of 20 cm of RW3 Slabs with the 0.125 cm3 chamber inside the slabs 

(figure 3.lD). This plan consisted of the irradiation of a 10 x 10 cm2 radiation field (SSD= lO0 cm) and 

a Zre f = lO cm. For the 6 and 15 MV beam , 100 MU were irradiated and for the 6FFF and lOFFF 

MV beam 500 MU were irradiated . Table 5.7 shows the calculated values of dose from the TPS , the 

measured ones and the difference between them ((Dosecal - Dosemeas)/ Dosecal), in percentage. 

The physical parameters tested under the dose monitoring system were within the tolerance levels. 

Table 5. 7: Differences, in percentage, between measured and calculated doses. 

Measured value of dose (Gy) 

Calculated value of dose (Gy) 

Difference (%) 

5 .11 DEPTH DOSE CHARACTERISTICS 

5.11.1 X-radiation 

6 (MV) 15 (MV) 6FFF (MV) lOFFF (MV) 

0.684 

0.677 

1.1 

0.771 

0.777 

-0.7 

3.314 

3.260 

1. 7 

3.663 

3.658 

0.1 

One of the most important elements that characterizes a radiation beam is the PDD curve. Machine 

characteristics may change over its' life, therefore the PDD curve must be measured regularly and 

compared with the original PDD curve taken at the commissioning phase. 

The depth dose (test 10.1.1, table 5.2) , studies the PDD curves, the absorbed dose under IAEA 

TRS398 [30] conditions and the quality index (Qi ) for each photon beam. To test these for photons, 

the water thank system was used along side with the 0.125 cm3 chamber and the PTW MEPHYSTO 

software. The PDDs for all the photon energies were obtained, figure 5.6. The Zmax is 15.99 mm, 

29.99 mm, 15.01 mm and 23.98 mm for the 6 , 15 , 6FFF and l0FFF MV beams, respectively. 

From the PDD curves obtained, the PTW MEPHYSTO software is able to give the value of Qi for 

all photon beams so they can be compared with the commissioning values. This Qi is given by the 

TPR20 ,10 . The Qi values obtained, the Qi values at commissioning and the difference (in percentage) 

between them ((Qi,comm - Qi,meas)/Qi,comm) can be seen in table 5.8. 
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Figure 5.6: PDD curves of the photon beams for a 10 x 10 cm2 field. 

The absolute dose measurements, for each photon energy, were obtained and compared with the 

commissioning values. The values of measured dose, the values of the dose at commissioning and the 

difference (in percentage) between them (( Dosecomm - Dosemeas)/ Dosecomm) can be seen in table 5.8. 

The penetrative quality (test 10.1.2, table 5.2) , studies the penetrative quality of the beam. IEC [9] 

describes the penetrative quality, R80 , as the depth in a phantom most distant from its surface a t 

which the absorbed dose is 80% of the dose at Zmax · The Rso values obtained, the Rso values a t 

commissioning and the difference (in percentage) between them (( R80comm - R80meas)/ R80comm) can 

be seen in table 5.8. 

Table 5.8: Values of different parameters for Qi, dose and R80 , for TB photon beams. 

6 (MV) 15 (MV) 6FFF (MV) lOFFF (MV) 

Measure d value of Q i 0.5748 0.6483 0.5455 0.6049 

Value of Qi at commissioning 0.5715 0.6530 0.5469 0.6043 

Diffe r e n ce ( %) 0.58 -0.72 -0.26 0. 10 

M easure d value of dose (Gy) 0.69348 0.78435 0.66912 0.74209 

V a lue of dose at commiss ioning (Gy) 0.68669 0. 77967 0.66386 0.73831 

Diffe rence ( % ) -0.99 -0.60 -0.79 -0.5 1 

M easure d value of Rao (mm) 65.42 91.16 61.64 77.37 

V a lue of Rao a t commissioning (mm) 65.23 90.38 60.46 75.93 

Diffe r e nce ( %) 0.29 0.86 1.9 1.9 

5.11.2 Electron radiation 

The depth of dose maximum (test 10.2.1 , table 5.2) , studies the depth of dose maximum, R 100 . To 

test this parameter for electrons, the previous set up is used with the Roos chamber. In figure 5. 7 the 

PDD curves for all the electron energies can be seen . The R 100 values obtained , the R 100 values at 

commissioning and the difference (in mm) (RlOOcomm - RlOOmeas) can be seen in table 5.9. 

Figure 5 . 7: PDD curve of electron beams for a 10 x 10 cm2 field . 

The Qi values of the electron beams (R50 ) and the absorbed dose at Zref (taken under the IAEA 

TRS398 [30] conditions) were also obtained for all electron energies and compared to the values of 
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commissioning (table 5.9). 

The penetrative quality (test 10.2.2, table 5.2) , was also obtained for electrons energies , table 5.9. 

The ratio of practical range to a depth 80% of maximum absorbed dose (test 10.2.3, table 5.2) , 

studies the ratio between the practical range (Rp ) and R80 . To protect sensitive regions below the 

target volume, a steep fall-off of absorbed dose beyond the depth of 80% is desired. The RP values for 

the 6 , 12 and 20 MeV beams are 2.862 , 5.875 and 10.04 cm, respectively. 

The physical paramet ers tested under the depth dose characteristics were within the tolerance 

levels. 

Table 5.9: Values of different parameters for R100 , R 5o, dose and R 8o, for TB electron beams. 

6 (MeV) 12 (MeV) 20 (MeV) 

M e asured value of R 100 (mm) 12.00 26.99 2 1.02 

Value of R 100 at commissioning (mm) 12.00 27 .00 2 1.00 

Difference (mm) 0.0 0 .0 1 -0.02 

M e asure d value of R 50 (mm) 22 .10 48.33 8 1.5 7 

Value of R 50 at commissioning (mm) 22 .46 48.98 8 1.98 

Diffe r e nce ( % ) - 1.6 -0.31 0.024 

M e asure d value of dose (Gy) 0.95170 0.95066 0.88387 

Value of dose at commissioning (Gy) 0.96566 0.940 14 0.89 192 

Diffe r e nce ( % ) 1.4 - 1.1 0.90 

M e asure d value of Rso (mm) 1.856 4. 139 6.784 

Value of Rao at commissioning (mm) 1.841 4. 164 6. 171 

Diffe r e nce ( % ) 0.8 1 -0.60 1.0 

5.12 U NIFORMITY OF RADIATIO N FIELDS 

5.12.1 X-radiation and Electron radiation 

Because PDD curves can only provide a portion of the information about the beam, it is also important 

to check the off-axis profiles, figure 5.8. 

The flatness of fields (test 11.1.1 and 11.4.1, t able 5.2), studies the flatness of the fields, that 

according to IEC [9] st andards, is obtained through equation (2.8) (for photons), or is given, for 

Zm ax, as the distance between the 90% dose (Fgo) level and the geometrical beam edge (for electrons), 

table 5.10. This does not apply to FFF MV beams. To test this paramet er for X-rays and electrons, 

the water thank system was used along side with the 0.125 cm3 chamber (for photons) and the Roos 

chamber ( for electrons) and the PTW MEPHYSTO software. Beam profiles were taken under the 

IAEA TRS398 [30] conditions. 

The symmetry of fields (test 11.1.2 and 11 .4.2, table 5.2), equation (2.9), studies the symmetry of 

the fields, table 5.10. This parameter is obtained from the results of the previous test. 

The maximum ratio of absorbed dose (test 11 .1.3 and 11.4.3, table 5.2), is obtained through the 

maximum value of the ratio of the absorbed dose anywhere in the plane normal to the radiation beam 

axis to the value of the maximum absorbed dose along the radiation beam axis ( v.0;x ), table 5.10. 

This parameter is obtained from the results of the previous test . 

Table 5 .10: Flatness, symmetry and maximum ratio of absorbed dose values for the 6 MV and 20 MeV beams 
for a 10 x 10 cm 2 field. 

F latne ss Symme try Maximum rat io of absorbe d dose 

Inplane Cross plane Inplane Cross p lane Inplane Cross plane Diagonal Diagonal 
Inplane Cross pla n e 

6MV 1.0145 1.0156 1.0058 1.0043 1.006 1. 009 1.007 1.008 

20MeV 9 .21 m m 9 .20 mm 1.004 2 1.00 24 0 .999 1.002 1.00 1 1.001 
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F ig ure 5.8: Beam profiles taken under IAEA TRS398 [30] condit ions. 

5. 12 .2 Wedge fie lds 

Without a physical filt er in the photon beam, a non-physical wedge produces similar spatial dose 

distribution. This produces a wedge X-ray field that has a dose distribution (produced by the motion 

of one of the collimating jaws) that changes approximately linearly with distance from the beam edge 

along a line perpendicular to and passing through the radiation beam axis. The Enhanced Dynamic 

Wedge (EDW) is a non-physical wedge that has been implemented on Varian LINACs. In two different 

phases, the desired dose shape is attained. First by irradiating an open field, and then by sweeping 

one of the upper collimator jaws (Y jaw) from open to closed while the beam is on, adjusting dose rate 

and jaw speed as needed to get the required wedge angle, field size, and MUs. One Y jaw and both X 

jaws remain static whilst the 'dynamic jaw' moves. The EDW gives the facility of seven 'wedge angles' 

(10 , 15, 20 , 25 , 30 , 45 and 60) 0 • EDWin means that t he Yl jaw is the one in motion while EDWout 

means that the Y2 jaw is the one in motion. 

The maximum deviation of wedge factor (test 11.2.1, table 5.2) , studies the difference, in percentage, 

between the measured wedge factors and the commissioning ones. The wedge factor is the ratio of the 

absorbed dose, on t he radiation beam axis, between a wedge X-ray fi eld and a non-wedge X-ray field 

( 10 x 10 cm 2 field is the reference) of the same energy. To study this physical parameter the water thank 

system was used along side with t he 0.125 cm3 chamber and the PTW MEPHYSTO software, and the 

wedge factors were taken under t he IAEA TRS398 [30] conditions. Measurements were taken for the 

6 and 15 MV beams for each possible EDW and various field sizes. Table 5. 11 shows the wedge factor 

results for the EDWlOin (6 MV beam). Due to the TB being new in the Julio Teixeira's radiotherapy 

department , these measurements were made as part of the commissioning phase, therefore these can 't 

be compared to other values. Nevertheless, all of the measured wedge factors are smaller than one, as 

expected. 

Table 5.11: Wedge factors of EDWlOin for the 6 MV beam. 

Y / X (cm 2 ) 4 6 8 10 12 15 20 

4 0.852 0.907 

6 0.897 0.927 0.950 

8 0.929 0.962 

10 0 .871 1.00 

12 0.961 

15 0.894 0.970 

20 0.913 0.963 

The maximum deviation of wedge angle (test 11.2.2, table 5.2), studies the difference between the 

measured wedge angle and the theoretical one. On an isodose curve passing across the radiation beam 

axis at standard measurement depth, the wedge angle is defined by the slope of the line connecting 

two points equidistant from the radiation beam axis and half the width of the geometrical field apart . 

To study this physical parameter the 2D-ARRAY seven29 with 3 cm of RW3 slabs underneath for 
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back-scatter and 4.5 cm of slabs on top for build-up was used. The array was irradiated , for all wedge 

angles. The values of the wedge angles measured by the 2D array can be seen in table 5.12. All of the 

values are within tolerance levels. Some exemples of the fluence profiles created by EDWs captured by 

the array can be seen in figure 5.9 

Table 5.12: Wedge angles for t he 6 MV beam. 

EDW 10 15 20 25 30 45 60 

In 10.51° 15 .75° 20.92° 26.06° 3 1.08° 45.97° 60.76° 

Out 10.95° 14 .89° 20.07° 25 .33° 30.43° 45 .57° 60.76° 

Figure 5.9: A) EDWlO out; B) EDW25 in; C) EDW45 out; D) EDW60 in. 

5.12.3 IMRT 

In accordance with IEC [9] the reproducibility, proportionality, flatness, symmetry and maximum ratio 

of absorbed dose shall also be tested for the smallest and biggest numbers of MU. 

The reproducibility (test 9.1 , table 5.2) was now tested for a wider range of MUs (1 to 3000) , for 

each photon energy and for different dose rates . For the 6 MV and 15 MV beams, the dose rates used 

were 5, 20, 80 , 300 and 600 MU / min. For the 6FFF MV beam, the dose rates used were 600 and 1400 

MU / min. For the lOFFF MV beam, the dose rates used were 600 and 2400 MU / min. In table 5.13, 

the reproducibility values, in percentage, for the 6FFF MV beam can be seen. For values of MUs 

smaller than 3, some values of Sare bigger than the tolerance levels, specially when it comes to smaller 

values of dose rate given. Although these values are out of tolerance levels, in reality, they do not have 

any clinical meaning. 

Table 5.13: Reproducibility results, in percentage, for t he 6FFF MV beam for a wider range of MUs. 

s 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 6 7 8 9 10 
% MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU 

600 (MU/ min) 2.87 1.45 0.69 0.22 0.47 0.22 0.16 0.37 0.18 

1400 (MU / min) 0.52 0.35 0.38 0.18 0.12 0.14 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.05 

s 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 25 30 35 
% MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU 

1400 (MU / min) 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.Ql 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.Ql 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 

s 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 200 
% MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU 

1400 (MU / min) 0.Ql 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.14 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.Ql 

s 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 
% MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU MU 

1400 (MU / min) 0.Ql 0.00 0.Q7 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 

s 1700 1800 1900 2000 2500 3000 
% MU MU MU MU MU MU 

1400 (MU / min) 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

The proportionality (test 9.2, table 5.2) , was now tested for a wider range of MUs (1 to 3000) , for 

each photon energy. For the 6 MV and lOFFF MV beams, the r2 of the linear regressions is basically 
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equal to one, which means that there is no difference between the measured and calculated doses, 

figure 5.10. For the 15 MV and 6FFF MV beams the r2 values of the linear regressions are equal 

to 0.9965 for both of them , making the highest difference (of all MUs measured) equal to 0.33% for 

both the beams. These regression values, however, appear to be different from one, not because of the 

tendency of the beam but because of an error while measuring the 1000 MU point. 

Regression line for a wider range of MUs for IOFFF (2400MU/min) 

y = 7,3654E-03x · 6,5972E-03 
R1 = 9,9997E-01 

Figure 5.10: Regression line for the proportionality of a wider range of MUs for the lOFFF MV beam. 

The flatness, symmetry and maximum ratio of absorbed dose of X-ray fields (test 11.1.1 , 11.1.2 

and 11.1.3 , table 5.2) , were now t est ed for a wider range of MUs (2 to 3000) and various dose rates 

(5 , 60 and 600) MU/ min, for the 6MV and 15MV beams. To test these parameters the 2D-ARRAY 

seven29 was used. Table 5.14 shows the measured values of flatness, symmetry and maximum ratio of 

absorbed dose for the 6 MV and dose rate of 600 MU / min. 

The physical parameters t ested under the uniformity of radiation fields were within the tolerance 

levels. 

Table 5 .14: Measured values of flatness, symmetry and maximum ratio of absorbed dose for the 6 MV and 
dose rate of 600 MU / min. 

F latness (% ) lnpla n o C rosspla nc Symm etry (%) In p la n e C rosspla nc Max. rat io of absorbed dose In p la ne Crossp la nc 

2MU 102.51 101.82 2MU 100.54 100.93 2 MU 1.022 1.024 

3MU 102.71 102 .36 3MU 100.97 100.80 3MU 1.020 1.019 

4 MU 102.44 102.37 4MU 100.48 101.06 4 MU 1.023 1.021 

5MU 102.29 102.23 5MU 100.45 101.21 5MU 1.019 1.019 

10 MU 102 .24 102.08 10 MU 100.31 101.06 10 MU 1.021 1.020 

15 MU 102.32 102.31 15 MU 100.52 101.25 15 MU 1.022 1.021 

20 MU 102.32 102 .14 20 MU 100.24 101.38 20 MU 1.021 1.019 

30 MU 102.32 102 .13 30 MU 100.22 101.30 30 MU 1.021 1.020 

800 MU 102.32 102.23 800 MU 100.20 101.23 8 00 MU 1.022 1.020 

lO00MU 102.32 102.26 1000 MU 100.32 101.26 1000 MU 1.018 1.024 

1500 MU 102.32 102.34 1500 MU 100.69 101.54 1500 MU 1.021 1.020 

2000MU 102.50 102.25 2000 MU 100.50 101.25 2000 MU 1.020 1.022 

3000 MU 102.22 102 .08 3 000 MU 100.30 101.26 3000 MU 1.023 1.019 

5 .13 ADDITIONAL TESTS 

5.13.1 Multi-institutional check 

The Julio Teixeira's also has a radiotherapy department at the Braga's hospital. The ionization 

chamber and electrometer used in Bragas's clinic was brought to the Porto 's clinic. This exchange in 

equipment will help bring an extra security in the chambers and elecrometers readings and on the dose 

administration to the patients. In order to test this, two CT scans of 20 cm of RW3 slab phantom ( with 

each chamber in the middle slab) were taken. A plan of a 10 x l0 cm2 field was made (SSD= l00 cm). 

At the Porto's clinic all the photon energies were measured at Zret= lO cm with both chambers and 

electromet ers. The doses measured by both chambers and the difference in percentage (( Dosep0 rto -
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Dose Braga) / Dose Porto) is shown in table 5.15. The agreed tolerance level for this difference 3%. All 

of the differences are smaller than 1 %, making this test within tolerance levels. 

Ta ble 5.15 : Dose values for the multi-institutional check. 

6 MV 15 MV 6FFF MV lOFFF MV 

Porto 's chamber (Gy) 0.685 

Braga's chambe r (Gy) 0.682 

Differe nce ( %) 0.44 

5.13.2 IAEA TECDOC 1583 report 

0.766 

0.764 

0.26 

0.659 

0.654 

0.76 

0.727 

0.722 

0.69 

Most RT clinics lack the resources to fully characterize, validate, and test the dose calculation method 

used in the TPS. As a result , the IAEA TECDOC 1583 report [58] suggests a small number of tests 

that can be employed by an individual institution to prepare each photon dose calculation algorithm 

used in a TPS for routine clinical use. This report chose the CIRS 002LFC IMRT Thorax Phantom 

has the phantom for the test s. In figure 5.11 the available holes of the phantom can be seen. The 

0.125 cm3 ionization chamber and the UNIDOS electrometer were used, and inserted in the phantom's 

appropriate inserts for the clinical commissioning measurements. With all plugs placed into the proper 

holes, a CT scan of the phantom was performed. 

Figure 5. 11: Reference holes of t he phantom: plug 1-water equivalent, plug 2- muscle substit ut e, plug 3 -
syringe filled with water , plug 4 - adipose substit ute , plug 5 - water equivalent , plugs 6, 7, 8 
and 9- lung substit ute, plug 10- bone substit ut e (adapted from [58]) . 

Proposed tests in this report examine the dose distributions for single beams, then traditional 

multiple field approaches are used, and lastly complex multi-field arrangements, spanning, in this way, 

a wide range of realistic clinical settings. These tests are primarily designed to ensure that the planned 

dose matches the dose determined by measurement [58] . The measurements were performed for each 

photon beam energy and the tolerance levels for the differences between measured and calculated doses 

can be seen in the IAEA TECDOC 1583 report [58]. The tolerances for t he Case O can be seen in 

table 5.16. 

Table 5.16: Tolerances for the dosimetric test Case 0. 

Tole r a n ce (% ) Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 PS P9 PlO 

Case O 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 3 4 3 

Nine different study cases were performed (Case 0-Case 8) [58] . Apart from the eight cases 

proposed by the report , a ninth case, Case 0, was also studied . This consist ed of the irradiation, 

of all P points, with a 10 x l0 cm2 field and P5 as the reference point. The differences (( Dosecal -

Dosemeas)/ Dosemeas,ref) between the measured doses and the calculated ones (by TPS) for the 6FFF 

MV beam can be seen in t able 5 .17. 
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Table 5.17: Differences between calculated and measured dose for the 6FFF MV beam. 

Difference (%) Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 PS P9 PIO 

Case 0 0 .7 -0.8 1.2 0 .0 0.4 -1.4 -1.2 -1.1 -0.9 0.3 

Case 1 0 .8 0.5 0.4 -0.8 0.4 

Case 2 -3 .1 

Case 3 0.9 

Case 4 -2.2 1.0 2.7 

Case 5 1.2 1.6 

Case 6 0.5 3.6 13 

Case 7 -1.5 

Case 8 -1.3 

All measurements , for all photon energies, encountered themselves inside tolerance values apart 

from a few points that will be discussed. 

When it comes to the 6 and 6FFF MV beams the measurements for Pl in Case 2 and PIO in 

Case 6 are not within tolerance levels. The Pl point, in Case 2, encounters itself on a place of great 

dose fluency, however, these differences aren't even 1 % bigger than the tolerance criteria, and it only 

happen for the 6 MV beams, therefore the measurements were accepted. The PIO point , in Case 6, also 

encounters itself on a spot of really high dose fluency. Because this discrepancy was something seen 

through the majority of the beams (6, 15 and 6FFF MV) for this point in particular, the measurements 

were accepted. 

For the 15 MV beam, the PIO measurement point in Case O and 6 are not within tolerance levels. 

When it comes to the PIO value in Case 0, because this was a made up case, the tolerance values 

given to this case are not official values of tolerance. The difference value was close to the tolerance 

level chosen, and all other measurements for the other beam energies are within the tolerance chosen, 

therefore this measurement was accepted. When it comes to the PIO value in Case 6, this is also seen 

in the 6 and 6FFF MV beams above and for this reason the measurements were accepted. 

In short, one can say that the TPS is , overall, well configured and ready to be used. 

5.13.3 AAPM-119 report 

Evidence suggests that IMRT treatments aren't always as precise as expected [59]. This strongly shows 

that some clinics' IMRT planning and delivery systems have not been properly commissioned. The 

initial verification of treatment planning, preparation, and delivery accuracy through phantom studies 

is referred to as commissioning and this is done by defining target and normal structural forms on CT 

images of the phantom, planning the treatment , and comparing the measured dose in the phantom 

to the planned dose from the TPS. These should include target and structure geometries, as well as 

target doses and dose limitations, that would be encountered in the clinic. The focus of the AAPM-119 

report [59] was the difficulty of evaluating the overall performance of an IMRT system and setting 

realistic confidence limits for assessing the adequacy of the dosimetric commissioning. 

This report first created a series of tests that are reflective of common clinical treatments. These 

tests include a variety of optimization challenges that need simple to sophisticated modulation patterns. 

Each test consists of a target and normal structure shapes on a basic slab phantom, it also specifies 

the dose goals for IMRT planning as well as the beam arrangement to be used. The phantom chosed 

for this report was the RW3 Slab phantom that allows for point measurements (with the 0.125 cm3 

chamber and the UNIDOS electrometer) and for planar dose measurements (with EBT3 film) to be 

done. Two CT scans of 20 cm of slabs, one with the 0.125 cm3 chamber in the middle slab and another 

with the film in the middle, were taken. Additional to testing the plans with a chamber and films , the 
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ArcCHECK was also used. 

To verify the dependability of the assessment method for non-IMRT dose delivery, two preliminary 

experiments with simple fields irradiating the phantom were done (Pl and P2) [59], followed by five 

testing of IMRT plans of increasing complexity (Il , 12, 13, 14 and 15) [59]. All of these tests were 

conducted for 6, 6FFF and lOFFF MV beams. For the 15 MV beam only the Pl and P2 tests were 

performed since this energy is not used for IMRT treatments. 

The differences (( Dosecal - Dosemeas)/Dosecal) between calculated doses (by TPS) and the 

measured ones for the 6FFF MV beam can be seen in table 5.18. The Julio Teixeira's radiotherapy 

department used a tolerance level of 3.0%. 

Table 5.18: Differences between calculated and measured dose for t he 6FFF MV beam. 

Diffe r e nce (%) Pl P2 11 12 I3 14 15 

ISO 0.6 0.6 1.3 2.1 1.6 0.4 

SUPERIOR -0.3 

INFERIOR 0.6 

PROSTATE 1.2 

RECTUM 0.7 

SPINAL CORD -2.2 

CORE -1.8 -0.9 

All measurements showed to be within tolerance levels, except for some that will be discussed. 

The core measurement of the 15 plan (6 MV beam) was out of tolerance. This was already expected, 

taking into account that the AAPM-119 [59] report agrees with the distress level that this point 

requires from the TPS. The spinal cord measurement of the 13 test and both core measurements for the 

14 and 15 tests (lOFFF MV beam) were out of tolerance levels as well. All of these three measurements 

were taken in the same day. The output change, according to the MPC, for this day was 0. 7% for 

the lOFFF MV beam, however , because t he MPC baseline was not acquired within the installation 

of the TB , the real output change is unknown. Because these three measurements were all taken in 

the same day (a different day from the Pl , P2, Il , 13 (ISO), 14 (ISO) and 15 (ISO)) and all of them 

demonstrated relatively similar differences, the deviation observed is probably related to the machine 

output, since all of the other measurements for the lOFFF beam are within tolerance levels. 

When it comes to the film measurements, the films were analysed using a MATLAB routine and 

the gamma analysis method (3%,3 mm) , using the calibration dose curves previously made. The films 

were irradiated for the test cases in study at the phantom's midline for all photon beam energies and 

subsequently scanned. The Julio Teixeira's radiotherapy department used a tolerance level of 95.0%, 

this being the percentage of points passing the gamma criteria. Considering the requirement of some 

of the t ested plans (as pointed out by the AAPM-119 report [59]), some values below the tolerance 

level were obtained , being the lowest value determined 92%. 

After the ionization chamber and film measurements, the plans were checked using the ArcCHECK. 

The ArcCHECK was placed on top of the treatment couch, aligned with the in-room lasers and 

irradiat ed with the plans for all photon beams. The ArcCHECK is connected to it 's own software 

while being irradiated. This software collects the dose measurements from the ArcCHECK, for a 

certain plan, and compares such measurements to the original plan (that needs to be uploaded into the 

software). The software determines the percentage of dose distribution in common between the plans 

(percentage of matching) and the percentage of points passing the gamma criteria (3%,3 mm). Once 

again, some values below the tolerance level were obtained, being the lowest value determined 92%. 

In short, one can say that the overall performance of the IMRT is adequate and ready to be used. 
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CHAPTER 

Conclusion 
The QA protocol that was developed is important because it assures that the physical parameters 

measured are t est ed in accordance with the specifications and the results are compared with the 

European's tolerance levels defined, allowing for reliability in the TuueBeam's future functioning. The 

results of the conducted tests from the European Commission list, International Atomic Energy Agency 

TECDOC 1583 and American Association of Physicists in Medicine 119 reports were all within the 

mentioned tolerance levels , therefore the TrueBeam is ready for treatment. 

Some of the tests mentioned in the European Commission list were not performed due to a lack of 

necessary equipment. However, these represent the minority of such tests and are the tests that include 

measurement of dose with some gantry rotation angle. For such measurements, it would be necessary 

to have an apparatus that fits into the TuueBeam's treatment head and is capable of holding a device 

like the QABeamChecker Plus or an 2D array. It was determined that the TuueBeam is capable of 

operating within adequate parameters without performing these tests, therefore the acquisition of such 

a device is not considered critical for future work. 

For future work, it would be possible to improve some tests by taking full advantage of the EPID 

through processes such as portal dosimetry. This way the dose could be obtained through a calibration 

curve, which would save time and money by cutting the costs on dosimetry films. 

Additionally direct testing for the CBCT could be performed using the PHANTOM LABORATORY 

CATPHAN 500. The tests performed so far were indirect in testing this imaging method because 2D 

imaging is being tested and the CBCT is a 3D image. 
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